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Interactive Web Based Learning S stem for Requirement Engineering Course is a web- 
based course information system developed to facilitate the teaching and learning 
process of Software Requirement ngineering Course at Faculty Computer Science & 
Information Technology, University of Malaya. 
Thi· Web Ba scd L urning Syst mi d sign d to create an inforrnation-ri hen ironrnent 
of education resource , which can be brained at an} time from any plac to ave the 
users' time. The sy tem is di id d int l t ~o main module , ' hi h ar lecturer' module 
and student' module 
The Web Ba ed L urning y ·t m sc • as an alt .rn \ti c method for a le turct to 1t111 ii 
cours . It allow. l Im r to p rform th ours and l .turc notes m ltnl ·nan ·c tutori 11 
maintenance, assignrn nt maint nan a v JI a apointmcnt, In nher hand the : 'stem 
cnabl s the tudems who tak Soflwnr n m nn "onrsc to suhmi; 
their a· signm nt and g t I h t a hing mat rial fa t r, It is m se ur and time- ·n in 
conducting th 
Th us ·rs un u · thi s st m us long a th conn ction to the web server and database 
s »vcr is ·:labli.'lwd Th· u ·1 ha to lognn to the y tern to enter either lecturer's or 
stud ·nt 's se .tion Thei •fo1 ', thi '}' tern gives b lier quality education, services, and 
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I nteractive Web Based Learning for 
Requirements Engineering Course 
Chapter I 
J ntroduction 
Chapter I : Introduction 
J .1 Project Overview 
Interactive Web-based Learning i a web-ba ed sy tern nm through Internet 
with a centralized database and it i de igned based on client- erver architecture 
The main purpose of the stem is to provid erter qualit · du ation, services 
and facilities to tud nt The y tern also facilitate· I tur r in a. p t f giving 
out notes, tutorials, submi ssion of a· signment a v ell as nhancing the 
interaction between student and I tur r or . tudent. and tud nts, uch a 
making an appointment with I turcr onlin 
The system offer. feature· like dov nit ading an i uploadin 1 notes tutori us and 
assignm nts for both tudcnt and I tur r • tud nt. an obtain an · l ·a1 nin • 
material and ubmit their a .. ignmeni for th t urs asil · ihrou ih thi · h- 
based system. 
Apart from that, thi: system i ecur an to handle before an after 
lecture, tutorial, and appointment Thcr for Intern ti e eb Based earning i 
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1.2 Problems Statement 
This system is developed due to realization and concerns of giving better qualit · 
education, service and facilities to the tudent . It i hoped t gi e more 
facilitie to both student and lecturer during lecture, tutorial, ubmi ion of 
assignment, a 'Se sment a well a making appointment ia on line t vercome 
manual way of this event. 
The problem of manual sy tern arc · 
T. tudents do not have prop r and m to obtain their not : 
as ignment que tion and even tutorial question 
I t of rim to g 1 th material: m muall an i som (im '" th· inf irnuui H1 
inside the notes i mi •. ing or v ill b npdat d b I tur r from tim s to 
times. Thcr for , it 1 • rnor Hi ti and stcmnti to Iev lop th 
system in order to re e the pre hi m 
II. Announcern nt from I cturer hu t l be mad manual! · an i it 1 · 
inefficient . p ciall in pas. ing th to the • tud nts 
JH. G ncral information ab mt th cour e. le rur and tud nt hard to 
VI. Student' ne d to submit their tL ignment and tutorial manually into the 
le .turcr': pig on hole and it i in ur 
som • 1 ·opl · B rsides, lectur r ha to P ·nd time to go to collect the 
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J .3 Project Objectives 
The main objective of developing Web Based Learning System i to build an 
interactive and secure online ' tern to facilitate students and lecturer in the 
proce 'S of teaching and learning during lecture, tutorial, submi ion of 
assignment, and even making appointment. Be side , tudents can do elf-paced 
learning at home through the sy tern. he ther bjective of th ~Y tern ar 
T. Facilitate lecturer to make announcern nts and it i mor effe ti , 
timeline s and ea. ier to pa th m ssa 1 lo all the tud nt · . lud ·rit 
al o can get the mes ages fa t rand mor rcliabl 
11. Facilitate tud nts and 1 turcr in • ttin • and pnssin • not · a· \ di a' 
tutorials in ord r to moot hen th I arnin and t "a hin • pw ss . tu l nt: 
can get their le tur material arli r b for th la: .. tart: 
TII. Facilitate tudent in ubmi · ion fa signment and it is m ne -~ ure 
time- uving and ca i r for th m to rbmit • s i nm nt. throu h th 
sy t m. 
rv. Student can rnak apJ ointrn nt \' ith l rur r thr ugh c nline · em after 
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1.4 Project Scope 
Interactive Web-based Learning for Requirement Engineering C ur e i a 
system that interacts and deals with target u er . The potential u er or target 
users for this system are lecturer ( who i teaching Requirement Engineering 
Course) a well as Faculty of Computer cience and Information Technolog • 
students who majoring Software Engine ring from niv rsity of Mala ·a Below 
are the boundaries of the ystem that p cified l meet th u rs' need and 
facilitate the target users. 
J. Teaching materials • uch a not s, tutorial· or a. i mm nt • \l ill be 
upload d by I tur r onl , L t tu ~r in upload an · t ·p ._. of Ii I : und 
delete the Iii when necessary M nm hilc, stu nt, an dew nlond ·rn 1 
open uploaded files al any time. 
JI. All the informati n f student· ' ill 
tor d in databa c b I ctur r. 
A1 mt from that, all the other general inf rmati n bout th c urs will 
be provide I in this q • tern It . 
JV. Lecturer can accept or re] ct th appointment made by students by 
rending e-mail to student 
V. Students ure pro idcd u Iii - tpf ading function to ubmit their tutorials 
or a. ignment inl< th· fold ·1 that i er at ·d by lecturer The tile-to-be- 
submit i 110111 -d a· ·ordiu, I >th 111d ut ' matri mm h . 
VJ Student· ·an view th · , ·h xlul • prq ared by tectur ·r ;md makt 
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1.5 Expected Outcome 
The expected outcomes of this project are ummarized as below: 
I. Standard graphic user interfuc di played by multiple browsers aero ~ all 
web pages. 
TI. System tran parency. The u er of the sy tern v ill need n t to knov 
about the underl ing tern tructure and they just n ed to utilize thi 
system in their daily w rk. 
III. Acceptable re pon e time when u er mak reque t an · ' eb I ug from 
the web erv r, 
JV. Reliable system with minimum error· while using thi m Dnta in1 ut 
will be vcrili db fore nl rin dalaba ·'win• Java. crint 
V. The database can be calabl to me t mor iemund an i n ccds th 1t mu 
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Chapter I 
Introduction 
Project schedule that con i t • of the whole development's activitie i carefull · 
planned out to achieve c n i tent progre and to en ure on-time deli ery of the 
product. It is important to have a neat-planned project chedule a it v ill act a 
time management and control the whole pr ce t head for its right dir ctional. 
FmJsh St~t ID Task Narro 
2004 2005 
Jul AUQ Sep Oct Nov 
1 Semester 1 71812004 10/1/2004 62d 
2 System Study 7/812004 7/21/2004 10d 
3 Introduction 712212004 81512004 11d 
4 Literature Review 8/312004 8/17/2004 11d 
5 Methodology 8/1612004 812712004 10d 
6 System Analysis 8/2512004 9/1012004 13d 
7 System D ign 9/13/2004 912812004 12d 
6 Semester 2 11/17/2004 2f7/2005 59d 
9 System Coding 1111712004 1/2512005 50d 
10 System Testing 1111/2005 1/2812005 14d 
11 System lmplementntion 1/2112005 21412005 11d 
12 Documentation 7/812004 2/4/2005 152d 
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J . 7 Report Layout 
The purpo e of this report i to document essential information gathering during 
system development and implementation tage. The following is brief 
description of each chapter. 
f ntroduction 
Overall, Chapter I is an introduction of project wh reas the featur ~ and , urfac 
of the developed tern are c plain d in detail From Chapter I, the r ader s v ill 
be able to under tand what the tem i, all about and wbat ar th fcatur ··that 
been carried out such as th pr 'J t o j ti c: , pr lj t pes and it· impo: Inn e 
in real life. 
Literature Review 
Chapter 2 i divided into two f arts. he fir. I part i fo us in on . nne • imilur 
systems are all figur d out and di cu d. Ieanv hil , th ond part is 
describing the techniques that might b u d to d lop u h 'wtem. 
Mcthodolo 'Y 
Chait r is fo usin • more to the st p that in olved in the methodology. Each 
I bu • ul' I he met hodolu~ • i ph1in I in d ·tail A brief e planation on the 
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Chapter 4 de scribes the gathering process and research strategies that are 
relevant to the project. It al o di cu e the functional and n n-functional 
requirement of the system. Tools, software, Operating y tern and trategy to 
tackle this project are analyzed and decided in thi ection. 
System Design 
Chapter 5 covers the system arch it ture, ·• t m rm tionalit d sign and 
database deign. Interface deign· lfthi pr )j t al. l I reposed at th end ofthi: 
chapter. 
System Implementation 
Chapter 6 de crib the approache u d in writing c l s, ript Ian iu \ • '. u · '<l 
t enhance the whole web page t m and algorithm u e in irnplcmentin 1 
the sy tern Error ch eking i irn] irtant a well t mak sur thnt th : stem nm: 
smoothly and without hewing unn ce ary error m • a 
System Testing 
Sys; im test in Chap: r 7) is on of th imp rtant step in de eloping a system. 
Pi ·ci ion nnrl accuracv of' output data i con id r d uring this proces The 
obj ·cti ' or u s stern will onl ' achi · after all the thorough testing done by 
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Chapter 8 discusses the evaluation technique that u ed to e aluate the final 
system. Be side ', system strength and limitation a well as future enhancement 
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Chapter 2 : Literature Review 
2. J Domain Studies 
The literature related to the re search is reviewed in the following section. The focus will 
be on the system defining, the research and analy i on exi ting web ba ed I arning 
system. Besides, the proposed sy stern with own idea with be carried out to e actly 
mention the feature and strength that y tern ha . 
2.1.1 Definition and Terminologies 
Interactiv 
Interactive actually is 1 ertaining to a communication· n ironment in' hi h more than 
one party i · quipp cl and r ad' to pani ipat · a ti in 
Basically, common usage oft he t rm r for to a s ion wh r at least one of t lw pa1 l i · 
is human and another of th panic i a soflv are appli aiion Intern l Rcferen · 
l 3/08/2004). 
The interaction with th us r i. u. ually .on u I d thrc ugh ith r a te t-ba ed int rtn 
or a graphical u • r interfac . Other kind of int rfa • c u m 
Web llffsc•d Lcnrning (~:-LE-iu-uing) Sy. fNn 
Th 1 • is a lol of .onfusion ahcml what we ha d I .arning i and hew it will impact our 
liv ·s Simpl said, w ·h bus .d I nu 11i11g i i11 tructional material d ployed and managed 
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E-learning is a term used to signify learning material in an electronic medium. For the 
purposes or this project, e-learning will repre ent the specific definition that i "web 
based learning system" for educational purpose that is directly related to the learning 
process. 
The topic of web based learning is ery famous nowada s, e en though the cone pt of 
e-learning has been around for decade •. Web ba d I arning is training that tak . place 
through a network, either over the internet or intranet Internet Reference, I /08/2004 . 
In the early 80 , CD-R M wn used to teach mo ti t hnical skills to mo ti · t hnical 
people. But now, the web as d learning i · widel · u · d in both th orporate an I 
academic world . 
Many such y t m att mpt to rv learn L intern ting \i ith the Icnrnin sour e at 
different chronological time uch a. email .-L arnin du atir n is ofl n r f rr l to a: 
those delivery modalities that eek to reduce th barrier of time and spn to lea niu •. 
Web B~sed Learning System In Edut'Ation 
John Chamb r, 1 1£0 of Ci. co . y: t m , th mpany m t re pon ible ti r suppl ing 
the electronic plumbing that runs th inl rn I, hail e-learning as the next big wave in 
intern t-based appli utions'' Mor r ntl ·• . an alon • ecuti e vice pre idem of 
lnl I, pro .luim ·d that ·-1 ·nmin "will b th ill r application o er the next two to three 
·uni" But · lea1 ning will fall for hort of its fol ·ntial if it mer ly repackage our 
w 1 nt •ducut ionul niod '1. i11 di 'ii al for mat Jn:t i d, it should enable rudcnt 10 
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The basic idea is to port the classroom to the Intemet in the mo t efficient way possible. 
rt may be argued that compelling graphics and arre ting lide tran ition help keep the 
attention of students in a lecture hall (unJess the are sitting in a darkened classroom 
right after lunch). But if a technology can secure a student's heightened interes t in a 
lecture, does it also enhance hi· or her ability t learn? 
E-Learning give· u the opportunity to chang th way v think about and deli er 
learning solution s. rt opens the do )f to I verag t chnolog · in innovative wa · that 
create new learning alt rnatives pplicat ions of e-1 arning includ not jn t ' 
learning module', but online colla orati n t xil , '0-RO , s u llitc lnu rd a st, 
interactive television, and even vidcotap . 
Though e-learning is not likely t r plac traditional learnin modnliti . ; m man 
situations it offers ignificant advantage vcr traditi nal I arnm m ,d, liti su .h 1: 
instructor-led learning, self study usmg print r id mat rial and oth r truinin 
methods. nlike pa er- a ed material , -lcarnin an be int rn ti e, hun ' I 
con tautly and di stributed f r nominal ariabl 
w b-ba sed learning can a t1 xibl and cl t-effecti e alternati e to classroom 
learning, but it can al. o b a col > al of time an m n · if n implemented 
.orr ·c:tl . On • of th· hi ' 1 • t issu ._, facing uni r ·iti s wading into online learning is 
intern ·tivity, both in it. I .v ·I and mod l I< w can th in tructor m: k W b-ba: ed 
t ·a ·hi11g mm · int nu ·Ii ? I low ·;m th • instructor er ·at_ a vir tual ·la room 
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clear for some instructors. To some people, it means enabling learners and instructors to 
share idea· in a virtual chat room; to other , merely po ting a que tion on a bulletin 
board qualifies as interactivity. Despite the popular conception of the Internet as our 
most interactive medium, on the great majority of Web-ha ed courses the interaction all 
goes in one direction. Students' interest, motivation, que tioning, and interaction mu. t 
be on display throughout the learning proce • (Internet Reference, 14/08/2004 . 
As the cost of technology decrea ses, many univer itie ar finding wa · t l ring the 
benefits of the classroom into a distance-I arning s tting I low r, distanc t aching 
has been described a' an industrializ d form of ducat ion, haract ·ri/ xl b. 
rationalization of process, divi sion c r labor and mas pr du tion h 11 v inf irmation 
l -l n se I 
teaching and learning call for a erious recon idcration of th 
motivation by new tcchnol gic if integrated v ith kn v I ·. \ II- 
thought instructional de ign for any Web-ba ed in mo in tud nt ' 
expectation' from promises to pcrforman hil taking th c ur (Intern t Reference, 
14/08/2004 ). 
Web-bused I arning class i · a rnor flccti learning penence, since the learner 
participator in th' I nu 11i11 1 pm .e and indi idual att nti n, ev n when the 
instructvr and th· lc:1111 r ur · ut difle: ·nt lo ation This participation in learning is by 
its ·If a po itive I •;1111in, c J <·1 icn · 'J he W •l ba d l ·arnin atmo ph r · allow· mor 
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etc., could be inadequate. Online learning teaches students how to think before writing 
in a disciplined way of communication. It demand discipline of both instructor and 
student. There is le .. 'phy sical touch' but much more intellectual touch. 
Interactive Web Based Lea1·ning System for Requirement Engineering Cour 
Interactive Web Based Learning S stem for Requirement Engineering Cour e 1. 
developed to ease and facilitate the proce s of teaching and learning among th le turer 
and students. Be sides, it is e ential to uild a go d relation hit etw n the le turer 
and students. These target can b achieved if the riteria b I rv ar fulfil] d 
r. The y tern provide· the not :, tutorial qu tions, and othc 1 iarnin • 
materials through the web site. 
II. The ystem al o show th announc mcnt fiom I rurer and th • .ncrnl 
information about the lecturer and Requir m nt ngin erin ' 'ours 
TH. 
lecturer. Meanwhile, the tudent can mak ap intm nt b · s ndin ' m ssnu 
to lecturer via system, 
2.1.2 Review of the F.xi. ting . y. tern 
The res arch s for th Ba d Leaming S 'stern have been 
made. The review of th isting y, tern ha di c er d the ad enrages and 
disadvantng s of'rhos s stem •. 
Th • inlornuu ion from I h 1 • •arch • imp' rtam tu ovcrcom arid impn ve the 
shm lag• off h • cm int " st nus R • id .;, th· r ·forcricc can b u ·d iu d rv •loping W ·h 
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enhancing the advantages of these systems. Below show the four reviews of the existing 
systems which have been made : 
http_J/pusi11css.cisco.com/prod/tr~e.taf%3 Fas set id=44 748&JD-.:.M 748&J.2ublic vie\\=tr 
uc&k bns- J. ht ml 
Co•~'"""~ 011lln1l••1,,1ng111.wtplng >Un p n1w hun• U1t r ""' ~•II • tdQ• 1n tn 
kno"1MQ6 bHld "onomy Hnrn1ng l~rhnology.,., 01u 1n1 imnon IO ted•I r 1 • 
more cuGlllm d. l11mo1 cen11lc ft>rmoL llll& con h Ip reouce r.ilrlng co•t . ~ro.>d u~ttt 
tco11tn1dut Uon•I m1111n111. lnt111111onabor,.on, 1no tmprovt tee Ml 11 ly t.111n 
more 1bou1 •le ming 1.J , 
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Figure 2.1 E-Learuing y tern of Cisc 
This is th· E-Lcnming web sire that i, d velop d by CJ CO () · terns The web site 
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1. The information provided to the readers is enough. The readers can get many 
articles or information related to the topics they want. 
2. The articles and materials arc grouped according t the topic . In this v ay, the 
readers will feel comfort and interested to brow e thr ugh the' eb site 
The colours used for this web ite is uitable and can r In th r ad rs' • ight 
during the readers surfing thi web ite. 
Disadvantages : 
J. There arc too many fcatur · display d at th comer of the ' cb site Th' usci .. 
will be confu cd about thc .. c r arurc 1 h ha t< ·p ud quit a Int of time to 
r ad through the web itc in ord r to end the information th want 
2. There ha no any feedback such a forum or iscus i n pro •id d in the ch 
site. Therefore, the learner annot int ra t with the • · t m at all b ·i le .. rcu fin 1 
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Figure 2.2 ·-Learning Communit , of NI AR 
This 1s the web site a out IT R -1. amm om nm nit · that 1 • dl: ~tc'r d b 
R&D Department Technolog Divisi n, l TT R dn Bhd, Mnla • rn Thi t' a g od 
sample or exi, ting e-leaming sy t m for t m d el pers v h are e e\ ping the web 
l>u cd lcur ning ·ysl rn. 
Aclvuntni: . · 
I. The sit • pmvidt•s tt lol ,,f fim lions u h as forum, oting., and 'O on to users in 
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2. Many interesting learning activities can be found through this web site such as 
online tutorial, online discussion, face-to-face tutorial, self-managed learning 
and so on. In this way, the users will not feel bored when using the system. 
3. Information about other £-Universities, and Communities al o included. o, the 
users can interact with other users from other coumrie to gain more knowledge 
through the web site. 
4. The colours used for this web site is suitable and can rela the readers' eye ight 
during the readers surfing thi web site. 
Disadvantages : 
I. There are too many function can be found from this w b sit 
confused when browsing this web site because of the o r-fun tionalit · or thi · 
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Figure 2.3 : E-Lcarning V-Zon of UNIT R 
This is the web site about E-Learning V-Zone that i de clop d by ni crsity of Tun 
Abdul Razak (UNIT AR) It is developed to enable the tud nt get th . tide , ca e stud ' 
and other information through downloading the files 
Advantages : 
J. The web site is quite inter sting and the colour i1' very attracti e. 
2. Th· f' uturc und information on int rfac i consistent and it makes the users to 
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I . There has still a room for improvement and enhancement because there ha no 
any interaction between students and lecturers. 
2. The web site does not include the module such as forum, announcement, or 
even chat room to make the E-leaming more effective and interactive. 
htt11://www.niit.com. my/courses. html 
Figure 2.4 : E-Learning Web Site of NIIT 
This web sil • is ubout the »Iearning w •b sil provided by HT flT is a global IT 
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soft.ware solutions in over 30 countries worldwide. This web site displays a very good 
sample as E-learning web site. 
Advantages: 
I. The panel and buttons are designed well and u ser-friendly. The u er or even the 
new users can easily get used to the system and not be confosed. 
2. Students can know ea ily the courses that being provided. Beside , it has module 
for interaction between students and lecturers or admini strator . 
Disadvantages : 
I. The response time of thi · web site is quite low. It takes u plcnt ' of tim s to 
open the web site or even refresh the page. The users v ill g t frustrnt if thi 
problem always occur during they brow se th web site, 
2.1.3 Proposed System 
Based on the review and analysis that had be n done, hence all the w aknes of the 
existing ystem would not repeat in this web- ased sy tern. Th ugh the observation, 
there are many strengths and weakness in the exi ting sites. Thus, this proposed system 
try to solve the pro lem occur and c m inc all the trength to make this site more 
auractiv . Besides, thi s ome new feature to make this web site 
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I. Web -based System 
This proposed system is a web-ha ed system. It does ensure the accessibility of 
the Internet users. User with aJI kind of Operating System and web browser such 
as Internet Explorer or Netscape Communicator is able to access this web site. 
JJ. Online Application 
This system is a type of online application, therefore all the publi hed 
information is the latest one. Jn addition, administration can be made ea sily via 
online application. Moreover, thi ystem is a self-maintained s stem Without 
passing the upload document to admini trat r, u ser are abl to upload docum nt 
to this site themselves. 
Ill Time-Saving 
The system al o support the appointment feature . Thi i · important to nabl 
the students to make appointment with lecturer without se ing le tur r 
personally. Making appointment via online y tern sure \ ill a pl nt · of tim 
by typing a me ssage and clicking a few button . That i an advan ed ' a · to 
make sure that the ·y tern can pr vidc interacti e and e en effecti e learning to 
students. 
JV. Database 
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V. Organizes A Good Menu 
Main menu is resided in a panel so that it can be act as a navigator for visitors 
while they are browsing this web site. It is good to make sure that all the links 
are consistent and are resided in every page. Visitors may not lose themselves if 
the menu and the link are organized based on user friendly. 
2.2 Technology Review 
For this development of Web-based Learning y tern, literature review ha been carried 
out on the system requirement for thi system a well a· material and information that 
will enhance the development of this system which include 
I. Operating System 
rJ. Web Server 
III. Web Database 
JV. Web Application Programming Language 
V. Web Browser 
VI. Web Editor Tool 
2.2.1 Operaung System 
2.2.1.1 Unix 
UNIX is one of the most popular perating systems worldwide because of its large 
support ba ed on di tribution It was originally devel ped a a multitasking system for 
minicomputers and mainframes in the mid- J 970 , but it ha since grown to become one 
ol' the most widely u cl op rating ystcms anywh re But, it sometime has confusing 
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Unix is multitasking, multi-user operating system. This means that there can be many 
people using one computer at the same time, running many different applications (This 
differs from MS-DOS, where only one person can use the system at any one time). 
Under Unix, the users must log in to identify themselves to the system, which entails 
two steps: Entering user's login name (the name by which the system identifies the 
user), and entering his I her password. No one else can 1 g in to the sy stern under hi I 
her username without knowing the password. 
Tn addition, each Unix system has a hostname as igned to it. ft i hostname that giv 
the machine a name, give· it character, cla and charm. The ho tname i u ed to 
identify individual machine· on a netw rrk, but e en if th mt hinc i sn t n ·twork cl, it 
should have a hostname. 
2.2.l.2 LINUX 
LTNUX 1 • free and work-alike de igned for Intel pr ce r on er onal mput r 
architecture machines. Linux is not Unix, a ru is a c pyright piece of oftware that 
demands license fees when any part of it. o rce c de i used. Linux wa \J ritten from 
scratch to avoid licen se foes entirely, although the operation of the Linux operating 
system is based on nix and it shares ni ' c mman set. 
Li11u supports a wide range of soflwarc fr m T X (a text formatting language) to X (a 
•mi hicul u ·r int rfo · · to th • (iNU CIC compil r to· CP/IP t ·tworking 
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I. Full Multitasking and 32-Bit Support 
Linux is a real multitasking system that allows multiple users to run man 
programs on the same system at once. Linu · is also a full 3 2-bit operating 
system that utilizes the special protected-mode features of Intel 80386 and 
later processors and their work-alike. 
IT. The X Window System 
The X Window System is a very powerful graphic interface, upporting 
many applications. A complete ver sion f the X Window stem, known a 
Xfree86, is available for Linux. Thi mean Linux i m } ing into th 
world in the future. 
ID. Bulit-in Networking Support 
Linux uses standard TCP/JP protocol , including N twork ii 
(NFS) and Network Information Service IS, 6 rmerlv kno n a· P . B ' 
connecting the system with an Ethernet card or o er a mod m to anoth er 
system, anyone can ace ss the Internet. 
IV. Linux is faun-tolerant 
It is used to more than 1% f the world's web servers. With Apache as the 
primary application for the e erver , they have proven to be practically 
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Because of the available source code and the ability for users to modify, 
Linux is not as secure as other system if an ever-expanding group of hackers 
who want to get their hands dirty with others' Linux -based system. 
VT. Lower Cost Than Most Other Windows NT Systems and UNIX Clones 
Systems 
Anyone who has the patience to access to the Internet, the only price that 
needs to pay for Linux is the time. Linux i • freely available on the Internet. 
For a nominal fee of anywhere from $ 0 to $90, an on who wi. h to 
use Linux can save their time b getting CD-ROM or flopp ' di sk 
distribution from several commer inl v ndors. 
2.2. 1.3 Windows XP Professional 
Windows XP Professional is designed from the ground up to be the mo t integrat :t, 
comprehensive and easy server operating sy rem, It pro ide t tal olution in Intranet 
and fnternet service· and to mi ion-critical application upport. II the se rvi e ar 
built into operating ·y stern. 
Besides, it has fault tolerant feature by supp rting Redundant Array of Inexpensive 
Disks (RAID) technology that provides data protection. This can help prevent web 
s irvcr from easily -rush du lo hard di k failure urthermore, right integration of 
Internet Information S er (HS) with Wind w XP Profes ional provides a fast and 
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Windows XP Professional also provides an outstanding platform for a wide range of 
services and applications and to be a superb, high-performance, high-availability 
network operating system. It also includes features designed to make it easier to install, 
use and manage than ever before. 
Windows XP Professional also includes a Web-based administration tool that makes the 
features of the Windows XP administrative tool suite available through any Web 
browser. For security, a Web browser that supports either direct Windows XP log-in 
(such as Internet Explorer) or one that support cure ocket ayer ( L 
communication is used. The following table describ s the featur s and benefit of 
Windows XP Professional : 
Table 2.1 : The features and Benefits of Windov s XP Professional 
(b) Provides connectivity with ovell ctwar , 
Feature Benefit 
(a) Supports Uni ersal Serial Bus SB), an 
external bu tandard that liminat man · 
Hardware Support constraints f earlier computer peripheral . 
(b) Supports Plug and Pia hardware, which 
Windows XP automatically detects, installs, and 
configures. 
(a Pro ides built-in support for the most popular 
Networking and 
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(a) Integrates users' desktops with the Internet, 
thereby removing the distinction between the 
local computer and the Internet. Users can 
securely browse the network, Intranet, and 
Internet for resources, as well as send and 
receive e-mail messages. 
(b) Windows 'Ari> Professional include Micros ft 
Internet Information Server (HS), which is a 
secure web server platf rm u .ed tu ho ·t Internet 
and Intranet web sites on network ervers. 
(a) Authenticate users b fore thcv gain a e · to 
resources or data on a computer or the network. 
(b) Provides local and network e urit ' and 
auditing for files, folder , printer , and other 
resources. 
(c) Supports the Kerbero protocol and Public Ke· 
Infrastructure (PKI) security. 
(a) Provides the means to create customized tools 
L manage local and remote computers with a 
single standard interface. 
( ) Pr vide th mean t incorporate third-party 
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Table 2.2 : Comparison Between LINUX, UNIX and Windows XP 





Less compatible Incompatible with Compatible with 
with development Web development Web development 
does not offer does not offer offers 












Not cost effective .o st erlecti e 
becau e the whole 0 , 
recompiled with running in matter 
is need to 




high because high because lov b cause most 
di t ibution 
source code 
widely availa le. 
of di t ibuti n 
s urce code 
a tiill 
be Internet erv r 1 
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The functionality of Personal Web Server: 
I. Allows webs to be published as a whole, with a single command. 
II. Publish from local to remote, remote to local, or remote to remote web sites. 
JJJ. Provides the functionality of CGI, ASP, ISAPI programs, and the FrontPage 
WebBots on the local computer, so that the developer can test the webs 
locally in the browser before making them public. All of these technologies 
require a server and I or FrontPage server extension to nm. 
TV. Set permissions and properties of webs and folders. FrontPage 
communicate with the server to do thi . E pecially important if the 
developer uses interactive technology, such a Gr, TD ',or A P. 
V. Sets up virtual directorie · on the erver. 
2.2.2.2 Microsoft Internet Information erver (JJS) .0 
Microsoft Internet Information erver (TI ) i a comprehen i lution thnt ome · ith 
Active Server Pages (ASP) for building dynamic b pages, On top of that, JI i fr 
as it can be downloaded from Mier soft, Web site or with the purcha of it required 
operating system. 
TTS's tight integration with Window P is immediate! · apparent and provides a 
transactional-based Web server. II uses Windows XP's User Manager to maintain 
users and groups, aving the trouble of maintaining multiple sets of network and Web 
site users. 
Th tran uctional ASP of llS provid . an rv r- id · plat form upportin ' 
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with the fact that ITS returns all ASP requests as standard HTML, lets the developer 
create truly dynamic Web sites and online applications accessible by any browser. And 
yes, ITS now fully support Java through a Java virtual machine. Database access has also 
been extended in this version ofJJS. 
ActiveX Data Objects (ADO), an ASP component, lets developer access and contr I 
data in any ODBC compliant: database using any Active scripting language. Developer 
can put a Web front end on almost any legacy database without arcane CGI 
programming. To tap into the power of ASP and erver- ide scripting, HS includes 
native scripting engines for VBScript and J cript. erver plug-ins i available for other 
scripting languages such as Perl. The developer can e en u se several different cripting 
languages within a single ASP document. 
2.2.3 Web Database 
2.2.3.1 Microsoft SQL Server 2005 
Microsoft SQL Server is a significant tool in many regards, from data ' arehousin t ) 
application that require not only a large amount of informati n but al man' diff nt 
simultaneous users. It is al o a key component in answering data management 
requirements and a powerful a well a cornprehen i e databa e. 
Microsoft SQL Server is the compact databa e for rapidly developing applications that 
t nd enlcrpris duta mnnag rn nt ca1 abilities t device It i als a perfect example 
of an N·ticr system. The users can manipulate the data directly from the client side. 
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It is tightly integrated with Microsoft BackOffice family products as well to enable 
organization to improve decision making and streamline the business process. Besides, 
SQL Server maintains referential integrity and security and ensures that operation can 
be recovered in the event of numerous types of failure. It can control the access for the 
type of information that can be retrieved by the user. 
Other than that, it supports Internet database integration. ft allows the user to automate 
the publishing of database information in HTML documents and all ws all t build 
active Web sites as well as letting us to conduct proces es on the Internet. 
When combining the JJS with the SQL erver Internet Connector, it giv us rs the 
complete Internet database publishing capabilitie . It al o pr id the fi.mction for 
transparent di siributed tran action . Thi m an" that it provid : uutomnt i distri ut d 
update capability across two or more SQL Server tran parent to de kto] a11 Ii ation, 
making it simple to use and guarantee the integrity of transacti n f spanning multipl 
servers. 
2.2.3.2 Microsoft Acces 
Windows-based database management system that can runs under Windov s 95/98 T 
operating system. rt can be viewed as a large re o itory in v hich table , rep rt , queries, 
and other objects are stored. The Micro oft Access package is one of the best selling 
relational data asc package" for Window on the market. It is estimated that currently 
more than JO millions pco] le using this database package. 
Acee provides an in xp 11s1v • l row riul data a ol tion f r srna II- cal proj ct. 
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whether simple or complex to create tables, forms, queries and reports. To make the 
task even simpler, Access comes with a set of wizards. All we need to do is answering a 
few questions and Access will do the rest for us. 
Besides, Access also allows users to indicate how tables should be related to each other. 
A table can has referential integrity that allow· only one parent record for each child 
record. Access allows users to make changes to the structure of a database table. User 
can add, delete and rearrange fields in the table structure. 
Access also provides a set of tools to customize applications be ide letting u to share 
the information with other applications such as Microsoft Word and Microsoft E ·c I In 
short, Access is designed to meet even them t e actin personal or or auizntions 
database needs. 
2.2.4 Web Applicario» Programming Language 
2.2.4.1 ASP.NET (Active Server Pages) 
ASP.NET is a Micros ft technology, and it work b allowing the functionalit · >fa 
programming language; programming code can be written so that it v ill generat the 
HTML for the web dynamically. 
ASP.NET are server generat d pag ., which n call th r pr grams to do things like 
access databa 'CS, sc vc diff r nt 1 age to different br wsers and basically anything we 
u cd lo do with Common Gateway Int rlac (CCI Jt Ives all the problems associated 
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ASP.NET is also almost as efficient as writing code directly to the server's application 
program interface and it is a lot more efficient than CGI because it runs as a service and 
can take advantage of multithreaded architectures. 
With ASP.NET, it i simple to write the code in the HTML page itself. The HTML tags 
and the code are side by side. Codes are written in a simple scripting language that is 
easy to learn and easy to use. Then the page is saved to the Web site and it i ready to 
go. There is no compiling and no complex interfacing. 
ASP.NET is an open, compile free application environment in which it can com ine 
HTML, scripts and reusable ActiveX server c mponents to create dynamic and 
powerful Web-based bu iness elution . A imagine, A P , rnuk it mu h qui k r 
and easier to create highly interactive Web sites. ft al o make pa es a icr to maintain 
and update in the future. It i a feature built into a different pi e of ofrv , r . For 
Microsoft Internet Information Server or a Pers nal Web Server i n d d for P. 
2.2.4.2 Java Server Pages (JSP) 
Java Server Page' is a new technology that alJow the u er to combine markup (HTML 
or XML) with Java code to dynamically generate web pages. The JSP specification i 
implemented by several web servers, and plug-ins are available that allow the user to 
u se. JSP support the am m dularity, r u a ilit , platform-independence and access to 
Java APls Ou1t Java pro 1ranuning supp rt . Thi pr ide developers great advantages 
to rapidly elev lop and .asil mnintuin information-rich, dynamic we pages in Java in a 
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2.2.4.3 Personal Home Page (PI-IP) 5.0 
PHP is a widely-used general-purpose scripting language that is especially suited for 
Web development and can be embedded into HTML. PHP is a server-side HTML- 
embedded scripting language. 
Below are the advantages of PHP 5.0: 
• PHP 5 is an open source and free. 
• It is cross platform and compatible with most of the web server. 
• PHP 5 is easy to learn. 
• PHP 5 is object-oriented and it enables u ers t uild etas cs and cu tom obj ·t 
• PHP 5 is interpreted and it is embedded with HTML. Hen , it do · not n d to 
be compiled into binary code before they can c te ted or u d. 
2.2.5 Web Browser 
Web browser is a software package that enable a u er t di play and int ru t ith 
HTML documents hosted by web server. It is the most commonly u ed kind )f u · r 
agent. Technically, a Web brow er is a client program that u es the Hyperte t Tran fer 
Protocol (HTTP) to make reque ts of Web erver throughout the Jntemet on behalf of 
the browser user. Some of the available popular web browsers are shown as follow: 
2.2.5. J Internet ~ plor r 6 .0 
Internet Explor r 6.0 is a set of .or I .hnologi in Micro otl operating ystems that 
provid s nhanc d privacy f atnr s and a 11 xibl and r Ii< bf br w ing experience for 
users of Windows XP, Window Millennium -.,dition (Window Mc), Window 2000, 
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Below are the advantages of Internet Explorer 6.0: 
• TE6 has good support for XML and XHTML. 
• TE comes with a lot of plug-in ready installed. 
• Fault collection services of IE 6.0 help identify potential problems that need to 
be fixed in future Internet Explorer Service Packs. 
2.2.5.2 Netscape 7.2 
Netscape has updated its Internet suite to version 7.2. Thi new version offers many 
improvements since the previous relea se, including impro ed tandards support and 
better control over popup window . It i derived from Mozilla 1.7. 
Below are the advantages of Netscape 7.2: 
• Improvements in standard· support. 
• Improvements in browser rendering speed and application start-up. 
• New Macromedia® Flash 7 plug-in for Window . 
• Popup Window Controls have been impro ed t block m u e o r pop-up· and 
limit the number of pop-ups when popup window control preference i et to 
off. 
2.2.6 Web Editor Tool 
Web ·ditor tool is a soilwarc application u ed to er ate multimedia c ntent typically for 
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2.2.6.1 Microsoft FrontPage 2003 
Microsoft FrontPage 2003 provides the features, fle ibility, and functionality to help to 
build better Web sites. It includes the professional design, authoring, data, and 
publishing tools needed to create dynamic and sophisticated Web sites. 
Below are the advantages of Microsoft FrontPage 2003: 
• Design better-looking sites. 
• Generate code faster and easier. 
• Extend the Power and Reach of the Web Site. 
2.2.6.2 Dreamweaver MX 
Dreamweaver MX is the latest release from the Macromedia and it has sorn signifi unt 
i mprovements over version 4. Jt deliver a comp I te t of tool· for renting an I 
managing any profes ional web ite. Thi powerful de elopm nt solution ornbin s 
renowned visual layout tools of Drearnweaver, the rapid web application fearur s (lf 
Dreamweaver UltraDev, and the extensive c de editing su p rrt af Hom it in on 
integrated package. 
Below are the advantage· of Micro oft rontPage 2003: 
• Jt is a powerful tool to er ate, build and manage web ires. 
• Built-in ref r nc g rides 
• Sites tup wizard helps I onfi ur site information instantly. 
• Provid ·th· 11hili1 In wcu on rnultipl i sites 
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• Code validator and built-in validating mechanisms make it easy to check a page. 
2.2.6.3 Microsoft Visual Studio .NET 2003 
Visual Studio .NET is the only development environment built from the ground up to 
enable integration through XML Web services. By allowing applications to share data 
over the Internet, XML Web services enable developers to assemble applications from 
new and existing code, regardless of platform, programming language, or object model. 
Visual Studio .NET 2003 Professional enables rapidly build a broad range of 
applications for Microsoft Windows®, the Web, and devices, With intuit iv i sual 
designers, high-performance data acce s tools, server- ide vi ual d si ner nati 
support for the Microsoft .NET Compact Framew rk, and in her nt UPJ rt f rr ,, ML 
Web services, Visual Studio .NET 200 Profe ional deliver irnpro d r liahilit , 
security, and performance. 
Visual Studio .NET 200 enables you to addre toda ' most pre ing application 
development and deployment challenge , treamline bu ine pr ce se , and realize 
new busine s opportunities. The unified Visual tudio .NET 200"' integrated 
development environment (TDE) and a choice of programming languages-including 
Microsoft Visunl Ba ic _ .NET 200 , Micro oft Vi ual C++® .NET 2003, Microsoft 
Visual Cl/® .NET 200 , and Micro ofl Vi ual J#' ~ .N T 2003 nable developer to 
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3.1 Software Development Life Cycle 
Jn talking a systematic approach to systems analysis and design, there have a few 
popular choices. The most popular development model is Software Development ife 
Cycle (SDLC). Software Development Life cycle is a phased approach to analysis and 
design, which holds that system is best developed through the use of a specific cycle of 
analyst and user activities. This model was ba ically derived from other e tablished 
engineering process. This model also offers a means of making the development m xlel 
more visible. 
Determination of pha e in SOLC i not predctcrmin d prior of 11:ag It· omp ) sit ion lf' 
processes depends on the individual system analy st' vi w and e p ri nc . The 
proposed phase should typically be divided into nine distinct but interrelated pha e . 
The phases are : 
I. Scope Definition. 
II. Problem Analysis. 
JJJ. Requirement Analy i . 
JV. Logical De sign, 
V. Decision Analysi s. 
VJ. Physical Design and Integration. 
vn Con, t ruction and Design. 
VII I. Install at ion and cliv ·r . 
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As it is mentioned, there are tremendous variations to the process model, but this basic 
model mapped the fundamental development activities. ln practical, these phrases 
overlap and feed information to one another. Therefore, the model does not depict a 
Ii near sequence of processes but interaction of the development activities. This model is 
known as the "Waterfall" model as well because of the characteristic. 
3 .2 Methodology Consideration 
A methodology is a problem solving approach to build systems. A System Development 
Methodology is a very formal and precise sy stern development proces that defines a et 
of activities, methods, best practices, deliverables and automated lo I· for 'Y ·t m 
developer to u e to develop and maintain mo t or all information s st m and soft war 
Therefore, any methodology chosen for Web-based I armng st em will en 'tire 1 h ti u 
consistent and reproducible approach is applied to this project. Meth idolo · \: ill al so 
reduce the risk associated with shortcuts and mistakes as ' ell as produc · a compl te 
and consistent documentation. 
Methodology enables one to follow a certain procedure , where its basi is laid down in 
the way a problem i encountered. Methodol gy is al flexible enough to provide for 
different types of projects and trategies. Jn general, a methodology should fulfill two 
ba sic requirements : 
I. JCfft'divt· Sup1>orf of Uc-sign Process 
• Provid • th· in ·a11 lo id ·ntify th diff ·r ·nt ep 111 th sy t 
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modeling towards syntax specification, 
• Provide the means to set boundaries to system environment. It is required 
to set boundaries and to take relevant aspects into consideration. 
• The methodology should support stepwise refinement of an immediate 
consequence of the previou requirement in the de ign proces . The 
concept of decomposition of a total system into sub systems is required in 
order to reduce comple ity, 
II. Efficient Control of Project 
• Provide tools to an efli ·icnt control of a. proj ct Mo st or 1 h . 1 im , 'l 
methodology uses the well-known cone pt of a ti it ' plunnin , 
deliverable and milestone definiti n in th diff r nt tage of a , 'Rt m 
development project, no matter how it applies to the design phn e or th 
implementation phase. 
3.2. J Design Techniqu onsideration 
Let us review some information or two de ign techniques which are used in design 
pha se when developing a s flware product. These tw technique are : 
I, Structured Design 
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3.2.1.1 Structured Design 
By using a structured design methodolo , the likelihood of finding design flaws earl 
improves considerably. Finding design flaws early in the design process greatly reduces 
the cost of fixing those flaws. 
Structured design methods also improve the ability to modify and maintain program 
since the techniques make the production of clear and complete documentation much 
easier. Structured designs can also be more easily broken up into modules t improve 
testing and to allow development by multiple de ign team with a rea sonable a· surance 
that the resulting products will be compatible with each other. 
Some projects implemented in embedded control, however, usual! requrr mu ·h I ss 
code and thus need an appropriate design level. The technique that tru tur d desi in 
uses in this class is one of top/down, structured flowcharts. 
Top/down design begins with an overall problem description. The main 1 ment · 
required to implement this design become the processe in the top-le el fl hart. The 
processes at the top level are then broken down into greater detail in lower-level 
flowcharts. The flowcharting is c mplete when the proces descriptions are sufficiently 
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Figure 3. J : Earnple of Sturctured Flov chart 
3.2.1.2 Object Oriented Design (OC D) 
Object Oriented Design i a design method in which a y tern i modeled as a collection 
of cooperating object' and individual bject are treated as instances of a class within a 
.las hierarchy. flour stages can b id ntilicd: 
• Identify rh .Iasses and object· 
• Identity their : nnnntic 
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• Specify class and object interfaces and implementation 
OOD builds on the products developed during Object-Oriented Analysis (OOA) by 
refining candidate objects into classes, defining message protocols for all objects, 
defining data structures and procedures, and mapping these into an object-oriented 
programming language (OOPL). 
Analysis and design are closer to each other in the object-oriented approach than in 
structured analysis and design. For this reason, similar notation· are often used during 
analysis and the early stages of design. Design can be I hought of in two pha es. 
The first, called high-level design, deals with the decompo ition of th m int 
large, complex objects. The second phase is called lov -I vel de ign. In thi pha , 
attributes and methods are specified at the level f individual object . Thi i · al so wh r 
a project can realize most of the reuse of object-oriented product since it i po ibl t l 
guide the design so that lower-level object c rresp nd exactly to tho e in 
object libraries or to develop objects with reu e p tential. As in 00 , the D artifa ts 
are represented using CAS tools with object-oriented terminology . 
. 2.1. Design Technique ed 
In this project, Object rient d De ign is u ed a the design technique for the system 
ct velopment. 000 is a popular t chniqu that u d y large organizations to develop 
the ·ullwurc pr duct u sing bjcct rient d languages such as ' , . mallTalk, and Java. 
Alt hough OOD a. • uch i · not upport d by cla ical languag ( ,, C OL, and 
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Besides, OOD is used in order to enhance key software quality factors of a system and 
its constituent components. It means that OOD techniques enhance key external and 
internal software quality factors, which are : 
I. External (VisibJe to end-users) 
• Correctness 
• Robustness and reliability 
• Performance 
JI. Internal (Visible to developers) 
• Modularity 
• Flexibility I Extensibility 
• Reusability 
• Compatibility (via standard I uniform imerfac s 
3.2.2 Methodology Used 
Unified Software Development Proce r ju t called nified Pr ces (UP) is an obje t- 
oriented methodology that adopted in the devel pment of Web Based Leaming System 
for Requirement Engineering ' ur e. 
UP is characterized by 3 J nmary I m nt that can ring a success to the software 
d v lopment : 
I. Use-ca se driven 
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II. Architecture Centric 
• The environment, tools, and components available are used to 
avoid reinventing what already exists. 
III. Incremental and Iterative 




I I y·----1 












iteration to achieve refined excellence. 
r - T 
1 Elaboration 1 Construction 1 
I I I 
1 phase 1 phase 1 









Figure 3.2 : The Core Workllows and the Phases of the Unified Process 
Th figure 1.2 above shows th workflows and pha es of the UP Within the nified 
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• Concluding with the project objective milestone. 
• Focuses on establishing the project's scope and 
vision; that is, establishing the system feasibility of 
the effort and stabilizing the objectives of the project. 
• Concluding with the architecture milestone. 
• Focuses on establishing the system's requirements 
and architecture; that i s, establishing th technical 
'feasibility of the effort and stabilizing the 
architecture of the system. 
Construction phases • Focuses on c mpleting c n tru tion r building of 
Transiti n phases 
----- 
• Concluding with the Initial Operational Capa ilit ' 
milestone. 
the system. 
• Concluding with the Product Release milestone . 
• ocuses on completing transitioning or deployment 
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Within Unified Process, six workflows cut across the set of four phases. Each work:flow 
is a set of activities that performed by project developers. The five work:flows are: 
16 Requirements workt1ow 
.J6 Analysis workflow 
16 Design workflow 
16 Implementation workflow 
16 Test workflow 
Within each phase are a number of iterations. Iteration repre ent a corn] l te 
development cycle, from requirements capture in analy i to implementation and tes tin 
that result in the release of an executable project. 
3 .3 Research Methodology 
Effective and appropriate techniques must be u sed to define and licit u r's 
requirements. Research methods that u uall u ed are information gatherin and 
research of existing system. 
Below are the description of the re earch m th d 1 gie which are used to gather the 
information and requirements to develop Interactive Web Based Learning for 
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3.3. I Information Gathering 
Information gathering can be divided into many methods such as library research, 
internet surfing, suggestion or discussion with lecturer, and collecting information from 
past year thesis. 
3.3. J.1 Library Research 
Library is one of the go d resource m rder to <level p thi stem. It i important to 
search books related to e-learning and how does an online system can be implemented 
effectively and interactively? 
3.3. J .2 Jnternet Surfing 
Resources from Internet are the be t way to find out the trengths and w akn ss or th 
existing systems in order to gain deeper under randing about the de loprn nt of th 
web based learning system. 
3.3. J .3 Suggestion or Discussion with Lecturer 
Lecturer is a good leader or guider for the effecti eness and succes f the .. ,t m. 
There are many ideas and good suggestion can be gained from lectur r becau e lecturer 
is one of the user of the y tern hrough the consultation, the exact requirements that 
should be included in the system can be known easily . 
. . . I. Collecting information from Pa t Y ar Th is 
Th »c are many the 'i' with familiar e found as the references. Through 
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3.3.2 Research of Existing System 
The information from the researches of existing Web Based Learning System is needed 
to overcome the shortages of the current systems. In this way, the disadvantages of the 
existing system can be improved and reused in Web Based Leaming System for 
Requirement Engineering Course. Besides, the pros or advantages of the current S) stem 
can be reused too or even enhanced in the system in order to develop a better system. 
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4. J System Requirement Analysis 
System analysis is focusing on determining the user's needs and requirements as well as 
studies the application in depth. Actually every system i built and developed in order to 
meet some set of needs. The needs can be varied. For instance, the need of the 
organization for the lower operational costs, the need of more systematic and better 
information management, the need for smoother operations or the need of customers for 
better level of services. All these needs will later give an idea for the system developer 
on how does the system or application should be built so that it can satisfie the 
requirements from different level of users. 
For this Web based Learning Project, the purpose' of anal sis has ar : 
l. To acquire knowledge on h w does the Web Ba ed Leaming S st m for 
Requirements Engineering Course should work. 
2. Research on how this system can be developed u ing current or ma •b lat st 
new emerging technologies. 
To gain an overall understanding of system data flow and system pro e 
4. To identify the major components that will need to be included in the system. 
5. To analyze and plan control feature to develop a robust and reliable system. 
4.1.1 Fundiomd Rt>quirt>menfs 
4.1. I .1 •unctionul Rcquir ments 0 cription 
Ledurer's Module 
I. Lecturer mu I log i11 to y. I ·n1 before b gin any proce s. The sy tern houlcl 
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assignments. Besides, the system should also allow the lecturer to delete the files 
when necessary. 
2. The system should allow lecturer records marks of each assignment 
including test for student After lecturer enters the marks, system needs to 
validate the marks entered to ensure it is in correct range, and display the 
result of each student to lecturer after lecturer saves the marks for students. 
The system should display the summary of the students' results in graphic 
(bar chart) when the lecturer requests it. 
3. The lecturer is allowed to make announcement on the web site after he I he 
logs in to the system. 
4. The system should also allow the lecturer to add the informati n f th n w 
student to database or delete it. 
5. The lecturer i allowed to download th submi ion file fr m tudent uch 
as assignment or tutorial after the lecturer log in to the ·y rem. 
6. The system should allow lecturer and student enter the forum and chat room 
ailer they log in to the system. Be ides, the system should allow lecturer to 
give warning or v n bun c rtuin student fr m entering the forum if the 
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l . Every student is allowed to update or change his/her own information after 
Jog in to the system. The system should record the last update time and date 
into database if there has any changes is done by the student. 
2. The system should allow each student who is authorized to use the system to 
download the teaching materials from the web site. 
3. Each student is allowed to submit or upload the files uch as assignment or 
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4. J. l .2 Functional Requirements Definiton 
4. J. J.2.1 Log In 
Log In 
Database 
Lecturer I Student 
Brief Description 
The use case Log Tn is initiated either by the lecturer or by tudent to login a an 
authorized user into database. 
Initial Sfep-By-Step Description 
Pre-condition: The user has already opened Requirem nt Engin ring Cours w b sit . 
I. The user inputs LoginID and password into login bo: . 
2. When the user finishes the entry, he I she selecis " ogin" button. 
J. The system will then refresh the page and display the first pag (Hom ) of th 
system. 
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The use case Download Teaching Material is initiated by the student to download the 
teaching materials from database. 
Initial Step-By-Step Description 
Pre-condition: The student has already logged into system. 
1. The student clicks on the instructions ('Lecture Note , "Tutorial", · Oth r', 
''Appointment") from main page of the web site. 
2. The system refreshes the page and di plays the page according lo th O\J iload 
instruction clicked. 
3. The student clicks on the link oft he files that he/ he want t d wnl ad. 
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4. J .1.2.3 Submit Files 




The use case Submit Files is initiated by the student to submit or upload his/her files 
into database. 
Initial Step-By-Step Description 
J re-condition. The student has already logged into th syst m, 
J. The student clicks on the "Submi si n" from main page of the web it 
2. The student selects the file he/ he wants to submit. Meanwhil , h /sh 
can select the folder from dropdown li t to dct rmine which folder he/ sh ant· 
to download to. Then, the student clicks 'Submit, after entering th matri , 
number. 
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The use case Make Appointment is initiated by the student to make appointment with 
lecturer on the web site. 
Initial Step-By-Step Description 
Pre-condition: Student ha' already Jogged into the syst rn. 
I . Students click on the "Announceroent" from lhe main page. 
2. The system refreshes the page. 
3. Students then enter the details in each field required before cli k '' end' button. 
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The use case Manage Teaching Materials is initiated by the lecturer to upload or delete 
the teaching materials. 
Initial Ste1J-By-Ste1> Description 
Pre-condition: Lecturer ha already logged into main pag of the administration modul . 
I. Lecturer clicks on the instructions "Cour e Materials" from the main page, 
2. The system displays a new page. 
3. Lecturer dicks on the link ''DELETE,, to delete the files or click on the link 
"Upload File ,, to upload the files after allocating the file and selecting the fold r 
from dropdown menu. 
4. The system refreshes the page and then displays the new page. 
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The use case Make Announcement is initiated by the lecturer to make announcement on 
the web site. 
Initial Srep-By-Step Description 
Pre-condition; Lecturer has already logged into main page of lh adrninistrntion ruodul 
I. Lecturer clicks on the "Announcement" from the main page. 
2. The system displays a new page. 
3. Lecturer inserts any announcement he/she wants. 
4. Lecturer then clicks "Submit" after inserting the ann uncement. 
5. The system then uploads the announcement into databa to b di played on the 
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The use case Manage Students' Accounts is initiated by the lecturer to create an account 
in database for student. 
Initial Step-By-Ste1> Description 
Pre-condition: Lecturer has already logged into main pag of th admini trntion modul 
I. Lecturer clicks on the "Student Account" from the main page. 
2. The system displays a new page. 
3. Lecturer inserts student's details to be added int database or sel t •• .dit ' as 
well as "Update" to change particular tudent' detail Lecturer al o can d l t 
student record by click "Delete". 
4. The system will pop out the mes age to ask for the c nfirmati n fr m lecture. 
5. Lecturer clicks on "OK" button. 
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The use case Reply Appointment is initiated by the lecturer to reply to students for the 
appointment they made. 
Initial Step-By-Step Description 
Pre-condition: Lecturer has already logged into main page of th administration modul ·. 
J . Lecturer clicks on the "Appointment" from the main page. 
2. The system displays a new page. 
3. Lecturer clicks on the link of particular e-mail addre s of student and r pl , to th 
student. 
4. Lecturer can delete appointment record sent by student by click "Del te . 
5. The system will pop out the me sage to a k for th confirmati n from 1 cture. 
6. Lecturer clicks on "OK" button 
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4.1.2 Non-functional Requirements 
Non-functional requirements are the other factors that must be taken into consideration 
in the system development cycle. These requirements are very subjective but they play 
important roles to ensure the system's robustness and reliability. Non-functional 
requirements define the system properties or constraints which are the restriction on the 
system and limit the options for solving any problem faced by the system. 
1. Usability and User Friendliness 
This Web based Learning System utilizes the Graphical User Interface (GUT) 
that provides better visual meaning to the user. The u sage of suitable meanin fol 
icons helps to ensure that users will use the system with more confidence and 
avoid mistakes made by u ser unintentionally. Th icons con ycd information i · 
concise, easy to understand and meaningful. ppropriate prompt · and 
instruction will be shown to guide the user along operation or th he 
screen should show only that which is neces ary for the particular action being 
undertaken. Screen should be designed to make it ea y to move from one 
to another. 
2. Consistency 
Screen can be kept consistently by locating information in the same area each 
time a new screen is acce sed Information that logically belongs together should 
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3. Reliability and Dependability 
This Web Based Leaming System is reliable and dependable system because it 
does not cause physical or economical damage in the event of system failure as 
the program is designed into 2 independent modules. Appropriate messages and 
prompts are designed to enable users follow step by step easily in using the 
· system. The system should be reliable in performing required functions and 
operations under stated conditions for stated period of time. It should not cause 
unnecessary and unplanned down time of the overall environment. 
4. Robustness 
The system consists of two module· which will be completely tested to en ure 
each m dule achieve its expectation. The module· are integrated into system and 
system testing is started after proce s integration. ny error that are di cov r d 
during system testing are solved immediately. This is to make sure the sy stem is 
as robust as what had been expected before. 
5. Security 
The system must be able to authenticate and authorize valid u er. ach 
authorized user should only ·ee data pertinent to him I her and perform actions 
according to his I her level of authority. 
6. Rrspousr Time 
The respon c time for retrieving the informati n hould be short. The input 
validation sho Id be performed at the client ide to minimize the time wasted for 
passing the input data to th s rv r machine and pas the validation result back 
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4.2 Hardware Requirements 
In order for the system to function properly, there are a few hardware 
requirements that have to be met. 
Server Hardware Requirements 
1. CPU with at least Pentium l SOMHz processor. 
2. At 2GB of free hard disk space. 
3. At least 32MB RAM of memory. 
4. Network interface and network connection with recommended 
bandwidth at I OMbps. 
5. Other standard computer peripherals. 
Client Hardware Requirements 
The client hardware requirement are quite minimal as Jong it ha' a reasonabl 
amount of RAM and a reasonable dial-up connection line. The rec mmended 
configurations are : 
J. At least 32MB RAM of memory. 
2. Network connection via existed network configuration or modem 
(recommended at least 28.8 Kbp ). 
4.3 Software Requirements 
In order for the system lo function prop rly, there are a few software 
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Server Software Requirements 
To host and run the system, the server computer needs to have vanous 
supporting software installed such as : 
I. Microsoft Windows NT Server 4.0 or higher. 
2. Microsoft Internet Information Server 5.0 or higher. 
3. Microsoft Access. 
Client Software Requit-ements 
The recommended configurations are : 
1. Any web browsers (recommended Internet Explorer 6.0 r Net cape 
Navigator). 
2. Any operating system platform (recommended Windows 98 and 
above). 
4.4 Tools and Technology to be Used 
After the consideration of technologie to be u ed in Technol g , Reviev of 
Chapter 2, tools and technology to be used in developing Web Based earning 
System for Requirement Engineering Course are decided as b l w : 
4.4.J Operating System 
Micros H Wind ws XP Proie ional is chosen as an ideal platform for 
c.Jcvcfoping thi • project due to it compatibility with most of the web 
d vclopmcnt sollwat ·, comp titive price, calability, r bustness, and its 
s icurc NTFS Iii· system. B sides, Mier soil Window· XP giv 
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application architecture. This platform is required if Internet Information 
Seiver (US) is used in this project. 
4.4.2 Web Server 
Microsoft HS 6.0 is chosen to be web server for this project. ITS 6.0 is the 
best platform for integrating with existing solutions and for delivering a 
new generation of web application. The reason on choosing this web 
server is due to its scalability, robustness, and support for ASP and 
Internet Server Application Programming Interface (ISAPI) light. 
4.4.3 Database 
Microsoft Acces is cho en a database for this 1 rojc I be .ause it is a 
non-complicated software and easy to u e. With Access, databns s an 
be designed or created very quickly whether imple or compl to real 
tables, forms, queries and reports. To make the task even simpler, c 
comes with a set of wizards. ll we need to do i ans ering a fe N 
questions and Access will do the rest for us. 
4.4.4 W b Application Programming Language 
Due to the comparison done on the constraints, limitations and 
advantages of the programming language, SP.NET technology with 
JavaScript are cho sen a' main erver- ·ide scripting language for this 
1 roject. Th apf roach choice due to the fact that it is simple to 
impl m nl and no c Ira additi n s ilware requircm nts needed beside 
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4.4.5 Web Browser 
As for web site testing, Microsoft Internet Explorer 6.0 is used to test the 
web site, as it is the only browser that displays error messages when ASP 
scripting generated errors. 
4.4.6 Web Editor Tool 
The web authoring tool that ha' been chosen in this project is Visual 
Studio .NET. It is an efficient program as well as allowing working faster 
and diving into code when needed. Besides, it is a powerful tool to 
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Chapter 5: System Design 
System design is the essential nucleus of the software development process and is 
applied regardless of the development model or standard that is used. The common 
steps involve analyzing, designing, coding and testing the system to ensure that it 
conforms to the software specification and requirements. 
Jn this phase, the system requirements gathered during the system analysis phase and 
research conducted earlier were translated into a representation of system, Input, output, 
file and database design are produced which include the design of input form and 
screens in order to gather input data, data dictionary, file pecification and report design. 
5. J System Architecture 
The flow of the web application system architecture is designed using client- 'Ct er 
architecture. Cljent-server archjtecture exists to provide the sy tern developer fle ible 
and robust infrastructures- 
A client-server environment very simply involves a client computer that calls for 
information from n ba ·c . r server that ha· the ability to process the request and send 
back a response. This response will be either positive or negative and often a positive 
response can have multi) le variation . .Iiem s ftware needs to be able to present these 
r spona s in th appropriat fashion to pre cnt to the u er. 
Below urc dcscri: tious and key advantages and disadvantages of client-server 2-tier and 
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I. Client-server 2-tier 
The 2-tier architecture generally describes a client-server environment with additional 
processing being provided by a database-management server. The main advantage of 
this set-up is that heavy processing on the client side is minimized and therefore, less 
client-side software is required. In this case, since many changes are made on the server 
itself, costly deployment costs can be avoided, especially in a larger organization. 
Client-server 2-tier architecture splits the processmg load in two (See Figure 5.1). 
Majority of the application logic runs on the client, which typically end SQ reque t 
to a server-resident database. This architecture is called "fat client" becau se a big chunk 
of the application runs on the client side. 
Pro: Ideal for Jarge business, inexpensive workstation software 
Con: Expensive server 
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IT. Client-server 3-tier 
With the client-server 3-tier architecture, processing can be centralized in at the middle 
tier. T n larger enterprise level environments, many database servers may be storing 
information for a variety of application and business requirements. 
In these environments, the middle tier will easily support each different database server 
by using shared and reusable rules and models. These rules can be changed from a 
central location, providing standardization and organization for the corporation. -tier 
moves the application logic to the server and it is called "far server" or "thin client". 
Client-server 3-tier architecture splits the processing load between 
I. Clients that nm the graphical user interface (GUI) logic, 
2. The application server running the busines logic, 
3. The database or legacy application. 
Pro: Performance balancing, rules sharing, organization 
Con: Software costs, multiple vendors, complicated infrastructure 
Figure 5.2 : Client-Server 3-Tier Architecture 
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So, the system architecture that will be used for Interactive Web Based Learning for 
Requirement Engineering Course is Client-server 3-tier architecture. The selected 
architecture has high data level security and good performance comparing to Client- 
server 2-tier architecture. Besides, it provides an excellent internet support such as the 
users can download the applets easier. Client-server 3-tier architecture also has excellent 
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5.2. J Activity Diagram 
5.2. 1. J 
Chapter 5 
System Design 
Activity Diagram for the Log In Use Case 
5.2.1.1. l Teacher View 
Teacher System 




i------n Display Administration Page Display Error Message 
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5.2.LL2 Student View 
Student System 
Enter loginlD i.c.-..---i"---------------- 
Enter Password 1-- --+--------~ 
------+--i Display Home Page 
Verify Password 
[valid] [invalid] 
Display Error Message 
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Click On Instructions \----!-----------. 
Click Linked File l----J-----------, 
Retrieve File From Database 
------+-- -----{ Display Download Message 
Click "Save" \------!-----------, 
Downloading File From Database 
-----+--------! Display Success Message 
• 
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Click "Submission" 1-- -+---------~ 
..------+- ------! Refresh Page ------~ 
Allocate Uploaded File 
Select Folder From Dropdown Menu 
Enter Matrix Number 
Click "Submit" \----+------------. 
..------!--< Display Success Message 
File Uploaded To Database 
[success] [fail] 
Display Error Mcasngc 
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Click "Appointment" \----!------------, 
~-----+-----------1 Refresh Page E-- ----~ 
Enter Matrix Number 
Enter Message 
Click "Send" \....- --+------------..., 
~----t---1- Display Success Message 
Appointment Uploaded To Database 
[success] [fail] 
Figure 5.7 : Activity Diagram for the Make Appointment Use Case 
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Click "Course Materials" 1---1--------~ 
.--------+---------! Display New Page 
Click "Upload Files" 
Allocate File To Upload IE'=-- -1-----------------~ 
Select Folder From Dropdown Menu 
Click "Submit" \..----+-----------. 
File Uploaded To Database 
[ fai I) 
.--------t--< Display Success Message Display Error Message 
Figure 5.8 : Activity Diagram for the Manage Teaching Materials Use 
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Click "Announcement" f.---J.-----------, 
.-------1--------i Display New Page 
Insert Announcement 
Click "Submif' \----+-----------..., 
Announcement Uploaded To Database 
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5.2.1. 7 Activity Diagram for the Manage Student's Account Use Case 






Click "Student Account" 1-- -1----------. 
~------!------ Display New Page 
Figure 5.10 : Activity Diagram for the Manage Student's Account Use 
Click"OK" i-----1----------i 
lnfoimation Uploaded To Database 
[successJ [fail] 
...- ----i--1 Refresh Page Display Error Message 
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Click "Student Account" \...- -1- --------. 
~------t-------1 Display New Page 
Change Required Field 
Click "Update" l----i--------- 
Information Updated 
~-----+--------1 Refresh Page 
Figure 5.11 : Activity Diagram for the Manage Student's Account Use 
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Click "Appointment" 1----+---------~ 
-------+- -----i Display New Page 
Click link of E-mail 1-----1-----------, 
-------+-----~ Display Express page 
-------1----1 E-mail sent to studenrs e-mail address 
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5 .2 Database Design 
Data storage is considered to be the heart of the system. Therefore, it is 
important to design the database properties to ensure the data are handled 
efficiently and systematically. Some of the keys in designing the data storage 
are: 
1. Data avaiJabiJity --- Data are availabJe when it is needed. 
2. Data integrity --- Data are accurate and consistent. 
3. Purposeful data retrieval --- Data obtained must be useful for managing, 
planning, controlling or decision making. 
4. Efficient data storage. 
5. Efficient updating and retrieval. 
The database used in this Web Based Learning System is a relational databa e 
model. Microsoft Access is selected to develop the databa for the stem 
because of its powerful database application. 
5.3. l Table Name and Function 
Table Name Function 
User_login Records student's login ID, adminID and 
password. 
Student Info Records th student's personal 
inf rmation. 
- i- 
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time of the submission of students. 
announcement Records the information about 
announcement such as date and time. 
appointment Records the information of the messages 
sent by students to make appointment with 
lecturer 
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5.3.2 Entity Relationship Diagram 
Figure 5.13 : The Entity-Relationship Diagram for Interactive Web Based 
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5.3.3 Data Dictionary 
Data Dictionary, also known as Catalog or Repository, stores the 
metadata of a system with database. It is a logical characteristic of 
current system data stores. Data Dictionary identifies processes where 
the data are used and where immediate access to the information in 
database needed. It also serves as the basic for identifying database 
requirements during system design. 
Data Dictionary entries should contain specific categorie or information 
including: 
I. Name and aliases of the data item. 
2. Description of the data item. 
3. Data elements related to the entry. 
4. Permissible range of the data item. 
S. Its allowable lengths in characters. 
6. Any other pertinent editing information. 
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Field Data Type Size Description Primary Foreign Key 
Name Key 
loginlD Variable 255 Administrator's and Yes No 
Character Student's login TD 
password Variable Administrator's and 
Character 10 Student's login No No 
password 
Table 5 .2 : user_login Table 
Field Data Type Size Description Primary Foreign Key 
Name Key 
matric nu Variable IO Student's matrix Yes Yes 
mber Character number 
- student na Variable 255 ' Student's Full Name No No 
me Character 
~ 
email Variable 20 Student's e-mail No No 
Character 
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ID Auto Student's ID No No 
Number 
Table 5.3 : studentlnfo Table 
Field Data Type Size Description Primary Foreign 
Name Key Key 
lD Variable 20 Student submission Yes No 
Character file's TD 
- matric nu Variable 10 Student' matri Ne Y· - 
mber Character number 
submission date of the 
submit da Date Time -- file b tudent No No - 
te 
Variable File name submitted 
file name Character 20 by student No 
Folder name that 
folder Variable 20 allocates file submitted 0 No 
Character b student 
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Field Data Type Size Description Primary Foreign 
Name Key Key 
annDate Date Time -- Date of announcement Yes No 
made 
annlnfo Variable 255 Announcement 
Character information made b No No 
lecturer 
Table 5.5 : announcement Table 
Field Name Dafa Siz D scription Prim ry Foreign 
Type Key Key 
- matric num Variable 10 Student's matrix Y· 
ber Character number 
title Variable 255 Me sage title No 
Character 
message_da Date Time -- Date of message sent No No 
te 
- 
message Variable 255 Message about the No No 
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messageID Auto 10 Message s ID Yes No 
Number 
Table 5.6: appointment Table 
5. 3 Interface Design 
The interlace is the system for most users. It stands as the representation of the 
system no matter how well or poorly it is designed. An interface is specifically 
intended to allow the user to access the intema l components of that system in a 
relatively easy fashion. The easier it is for a user to access the system, the better is 
it the interlace. The keys of designing user interface are : 
J. Effectiveness 
Allows users to access the system in a way congruent with their needs. 
2. Efficiency 
Increases the speed of data entry and reduces errors. 
3. User consideration 
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Figure 5.14 : Login Page 
The user (lecturer or student) requires to key in either administrator's TD or student's 
login TD and password before he I she i allowed lo enter administration page or the main 
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Figure 5.15 : Main Page of Web Based Learning System 
After a student has successfully login, the main page of the Web Based Learning S stem 
for Requirement Engineering Course will be displayed. Student can reads through the 
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Figure 5.16 = Administration Page of Web Based Leaming System 
After a lecturer has successfully login, the administration page of the W b Based 
Learning System for Requirement Engineering Course will be di played. Lecturer can 
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Chapter 6 : System Implementation 
Under this stage, I transformed the design model of the Web Based Learning System for 
Requirement Engineering Course into a workable product. The system implementation 
of the system will be divided into two components, which are the platform development 
and the modules implementation. System implementation is the part where database will 
be created, coding of the system will be written and debugging step takes place. With 
the system errors free, the system will gain good impression from the user so that user 
will likely continue using the system. 
6.1 Platform Development 
The platform development will include setting up the Window XP, Micro. oil s 
and configure the US server. Servers and development tools installations are the et · 
first step before starting off with any development work. When u ing Micro oft' 
products, it is essential to know the sequence of products installation to en ur mo th 
execution without system errors. 
6.1. I Setting Windows XP 
1. First, install Microsoft XP Profe ional 
2. Install ITS 6.0 
3. Install Visual Studio .NET 2003 
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6.1.2 Setting Microsoft Access 
After the Microsoft Access had been installed successfully, database named 
dbSRE was created. Then, I created the tables according to the database design. 
This database will become the database storage for the system. The tables were 
created for keeping the data used in all modules of this Web Based Learning 
web site. 
I allocated the hard disk space for the database to maximize the performance of 
the Access and to ensure there is enough of space to store the rec rd. 
6.1.3 Configuring Internet Information Server 
After installing the TIS, the virtual directory was created so that the u er an 
access the application. The users can acces the application through the 
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6.1.2 Setting Microsoft Access 
After the Microsoft Access had been installed successfully, database named 
dbSRE was created. Then, I created the tables according to the database design. 
This database will become the database storage for the system. The tables were 
created for keeping the data used in all modules of this Web Based Leaming 
web site. 
I allocated the hard disk space for the database to ma imize the performance of 
the Access and to ensure there is enough of space to store the record. 
6.1.3 Configuring Internet Information Server 
After installing the JJS, the virtual directory was created o that the u er can 
access the application. The users can acces the application through the 
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6.2 Coding Approach 
6.2.J To Submit (Upload) the File Into Database 
Dim fileName As String= Nothing 
Dim fileLength As Integer= file.ContentLength 
Dim fileData(fileLength) As Byte 
Dim lastPos As Integer= file.FileName.LastindexOf("\"c) 
fileNarne = file.FileNarne.Substring(++lastPos) 
file.InputStream.Read(fileData, 0, fileLength) 
bf.Append("<span style=""color:white;"">") 
bf .Append ( "<li>' ").Append (fileName) .Append ("' 
Received ... <br>") 
bf.Append("Content-Length: 
") .Append(fileLength) .Append("<br>") 
bf .Append ("File Name: 
") .Append(file.FileName) .Append("<br>") 
bf.Append(" </span>") 
bf .Append ("Your Matric Numbe r; 
").Append (matNo. Value) .Append ( "</li>") 




j Ii uploadFolder. Value <> "" The n 
j file.SaveAs(MapPath( (uploadFolder.Valu 
j End If 
I Dim con As New OleDbConnection(constr) 
Try 
Dim cmd As New OleDbCommand(cmdText, con) 
Try 
Dim pms As OleDbParameterCollection = 
cmd.Parameters 
pms.Add("@matric_number", OleDbType.VarChar, 50) 
pms.Add("@subrnit_date", OleDbType.VarChar, 50) 
pms.Add("@file name", OleDbType.VarChar, 50) 
pms.Add("@folder", OleDbType.VarChar, 50) 
pms("@matric_number") .Value - matNo.Value 
pms("@submit_date") .Value= subDate.Text 
pms("@file_name") .Yalu fileName 
pms("@folder") .Valu = uploadFolder.Value 
pms = NoLhinq 
con.Op n () 
rod.Ex u NonQu y .() 
Finc1lly 
cmd . Dbpot1 () 
I~nd 'l'ry 
I I Finctlly 
r End ~~~· . .!-1.:tt:-~"cD 
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Successfully ..... ") 
bf .Append (" </span></li>") 








Dim buffer As New StringBuilder(1024) 
Dim dir As New Directoryinfo(MapPath(folderName)) 
Dim files As Fileinfo() = dir.GetFiles() 
If Not (files Is Nothing) And files.Length> 0 Then 







II Dim ~~~e E:~h F~i~~n;~ files 
I Dim urlEncFolderName As String= I £>'t°.l")''t".:r, 1111.:r ~ £.:r.ot':t'~I\'" ~1 l \'1~ °t11't".:r~~?}.,,.tr-> I Dim urlEncFileName As String= 
Server.UrlEncode(file.Nam) 
buffer.Append("<tr><td align=""center"" 
class=""nameColor""><a href-"""file. spx?folder name=") 
buffer.Append(urlEncFold rN m - 
buffe.r.Append("&fil narn =") 
buff r.App nd(urlEn F"l Nam) 
bu 
bu .J. 
r.App nd("&mod -vi w"">") 
.App nd(I'J .Name ) 
buff alJgn•""c n r"" 
la 
buff .App.nd(fil .L ng h) 
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buffer .Append ("</table>") 
Else 
buffe.r.Append("<div align=""center"" 
style=""color:red; FONT-WEIGHT: bold; FONT-SIZE: 
30pt;"">No Lecture Note.</div>") 
End If 
' Return a string object to the caller. 
Return buffer.ToString() 
6.2.3 Update Function 
Dim con As OleDbConnection 
Dim constr As String 
constr == "provider==microsoft.jet.oledb.4.0; data source=" & 
Server. Map Pa th ( "dbSRE. mdb") 
con= New OleDbConnection(constr) 
Try 
Dim cmd As New OleDbCommand(."UPDATE studentinfo SET 
matric number=?, student_name = ?, email=?, 
teleph~ne_number = ?, student_password =?WHERE ID 
= '} "; C:OJ'.l) 
Try 
cmd. Parameters .Add l""@matric nurriber.,.., 
OleDbType.VarChar, 255) .Value= matricNumber 
cmd.Parameters.Add("@.student name", 
OleDbType.VarChar, 255) .Value= studentName 
cmd.Parameters.Add("@email", OleDbType.VarChar, 
255) .Value= eMail 
cmd.Parameters.Add("@telephone_number", 
OleDbType.VarChar, 255) .Value -- tel phoneNun~er 
cmd.Parameters.Add("@student_password", 
OleDbType.VarChar, 255) .Value= user password 
cmd.Parameters.Add("@ID", - 
OleDb'I'ype.Bigint). Valu = id 
con.Op n () 
cmd.ExecuteNonQucry() 
Finc1lly 
..... N·,a. Zi.i .:t~'[;'.!J.._ (• ;1 
End 'l'r y 
Findlly 
~T1 • 'i)~J. 'l)j::i~ 1\ 'J 
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6.2.4 Verifying LoginJD and Password 
I 
Dim retVal As Boolean 
Dim dr As OleDbDataReader I constr = "'provj_der=microsoI:t.jet.oledb./4.tJ; data 
(
I ~~~,r~e: ;w s o:: ~:~~~~=~:: !~ t ~~~'::~} .~L' ",\ 
Dim sql As String= "SELECT* FROM user_login WHERE 
logi·nJ.iJ='· u. '& ·ase·i'Hrame 'Ix " .. " 
cmd =New OleDbComrnand(sql, con) 
con. open '\ 'J 
dr = cmd.ExecuteReader() 
While (cir.Read()) 





con. Close () 
GetUser = retVal 
Dim retVal As Integer 
If Page.IsValid Then 
If txtLoginID.Value =""Or txtPassword.Value = "" 
Then 
retVal = MessageBox.Show("Both LoginID & 





txtPassword.Value) ="student" The>n 
Response.R di.r ct("home.a ipx ") 
ml~ If V lidateUsor(txtLoginID.Value, 
xtPt 1'lWORct VR1U ) - 1'1 rt u 01' Tl11 n 
Resuonse. Redirect..( "ddminisLrdti.on.d .ox ") . . ' 
r ·Val • M 66n!J .ao:x.Sh w("Cnv ll t.oq t nt or 
Pcl..!:!SWOr ! 11, "HJVAL11)1', r~r~M )( 'lj xl3u onH.01 I 
M ·sag Box1 on.Excldma lon, 
Ms ·ag BoxD t ul But on.Bu lonJ, 
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6.2.5 Connect to Database to Display Data 
constr = "provider=microsoft..jet..oledb.4.0; data 
source=" & Server .MapPath ( "dbSRE.mdb") 
con= New OleDbConnection(constr) 
sgl ="select* FROM student.Info ORDER BY 
studentinfo.matric number" 
ada =New OleDbDataAdapter(sql, con) 
con.Open () 
cmd =New OleDbCommand(sql, con) 
cmd. ExecuteNonQuery ( ) 
ds =New Dataset 




con. Close () 
6.2.6 Adding Data 
,1 If !~~~~=:~=~~~~=~~l!h=nFalse 
constr = "provider=microsoft.jet.oledb.4.0; 
I 
.sDDrce=" s ses ver ... J-::1.ap.P.atJ:i / "db.f..B.f. .... wdb",\ 
con= New OleDbConnection(constr) 
con.Open () 
I data 
cmd =New OleDbCommand("INSERT INTO 
studentinfo(matr:ic_number:, s udent_name, email, 
telephone_number) VALUES 
( ? , ? , ? , ? ) ", con) 
cmd , Parameters .Add ( "@matric number", 
OleDbType.VarChar, 255) .V lue = T xtbox3.T xt.Trim() 
cmd.Pararnel r:s.Add("@slud nl_ndm ", 
OleDbType.VarChar, 255) .Value= Textbox4.Text.Trim() 
Ii Textbox7.Text =Nothing Th n 
Tex box1.T x -= "--- 
End 11 
" 
T f T x box8. T xt "' Nol hi nr1 Th n 
" 
End lf 
cmd. Par am r ·.Add ( "@ m il", OJ Db'I'yp .V, r Chr r , 
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6.2.7 Deleting. Data 
constr = "provider=microsoft.jet.oledb.4.0; data 
scurce=" .f serves .. ~pPat}~l "abSRE .• wa.b",\ 
con= New OleDbConnection(constr) 
con.Open () 
Dim deleteLnk As HtmlAnchor = CType(s, HtrnlAnchor) 
'Retrive the ProductID from the l!Ref altribut 
Dim id As Integer= Integer.Parse(deleteLnk.HRef) 
'Perform delete procedure. 
Dim crnd Af:j New OleDbComrnand(."DELETE FROM stud ntinfo 
WHERE ID=?", con) 
cmd.Parameters.Add("@ID", OleDbType.Bigint) .Value= 
id 
cmd.ExecuteNonQuery() 
con. Close () 
6.3 Coding Style 
The· coding style is a very important attribute to determine the readability and 
maintainability of the source codes. With a clear and systematic coding style, it 
helps the programmer to see the codes easier in order to help the programmer on 
maintaining and also debugging the system. 
Follows are the coding style being applied: 
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For example: Use the variable "txt'Iitle" for the textbox used to input 
message title of the appointment made. 
<TR> 
<TD> 





!£) Indent the codes according to the functional segments (for example; the 
"If-EJse") 
For example: Use "If-Else" to show determine whether id and password 
input by user is Jecturer or student. 
II 
Dim role As String 
II 





If userName = II .ro.l e = "lectJ..1re" 
II 
Else II role = "student" 
I, End If 1, 
I End If 
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R:: Write description or comments in the source codes 
For example: Write a description of the function on the top of the 
function 
' Check if the page has been posted back by the user (by 
clicking 'submit' button ) or not. 
1 If it has been posted back then proceed to handle file 
uploads and other non-binary data. 
I 
I If IsPostBack Then 
I 
' PostedFile property of HtmlinputFile controls contains 
the file uploaded by the user. 
Dim uploadedFile As HttpPostedFile = file.PostedFile 
Dim uploadedFilel As HttpPostedFile = 
filel.PostedFile 
Dim uploadedFile2 As HttpPostedFile = 
fi1e2.PostedFile 
6 .4 Error Handling 
To ensure that the system handles errors gracefully, global and JocaJ functions were 
included in the codes. An example of the local error is as below: 
Catch ex As Exception 
bf .Append ( "<li>Error Occurred: ") 
bf .Append (ex .Message) .Append ( "</li>") 
This statement wills display a error message ("Error Occurred") if got c1 ror when 
upload a file to database. If there i no error, I his coding will be ignore and coruinu to 
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6.5 Module Implementation 
For this system, there are two module implementations; there are Student module and 
the Lecturer I Administrator module. 
6.5.1 Module Implementation for Student 
(A) Viewing Announcement 
System should display the updated or latest announcement made by lecturer 
including the updated date and time. 
(B) Viewing Lecturer's Schedule 
System should provide the month schedules of lecturer that are prepared by 
lecturer. So, the student can make appointment based on the schedule provided. 
(B) Downloading Course Materials 
System should provide the course materials such as lecture notes, tutorials, 
assignments or other files about the course. The students can download these 
files from the system. 
(D) Make Appointment 
System should provide the service that can ease the students to make 
appointment with lecturer by sending a message to lecturer in order to confirm 
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(E) Submitting File 
System should provide the service that can ease the students to submit the file 
such as their tutorials and assignments through system. So, the lecturer can 
receive the file easily and it is faster as well as convenient. 
6.5.2 Module Imf).lementation for Lecturer (Administrator) 
(A) Viewing Uploaded Files including deleting or downloading the files. 
(B) Uploading tiles such as lecturer notes, tutorials, assignments or other course 
materials. 
(C) Make announcement. 
(D) Viewing student details such as matrix number and student name. 
(E) Update, add, delete or even print student profiles. 
(F) Viewing appointment made by students and e-mail student to confirm the 
announcement made whether it is accepted or not. 
(G) Viewing the detail' of the student submis ion such as th date and tim of 
submissions. 
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Chapter 7: System Testing 
Testing provides a method to uncover logical error and to test the system reliability. 
Some types of tests depend on what is being tested, components, group of components, 
or the whole system. 
In developing a system, testing usually involves several stages. First, each program 
component is tested on its own, isolated from the other components in the system. Such 
testing is known as unit testing or component testing. This stage of testing verifies that 
the component functions properly with the types of input and output expected from 
studying the component's design. After each component bas been tested, the interaction 
between these components must be tested again to ensure that the components can be 
integrated. 
When all components have been unit-tested, the next step is ensuring that the interfaces 
among the components are defined and handled properly. This step is called integration 
testing, also known as module testing, which verifies that the all the components work 
together as described in the module or system design specifications. 
Finally, system testing is performed to make certain that the whole y tern w rks 
according to users' specifications. Developers will join the users to perform this stage of 
testing where the system is checked against the users' requirements description. Jf there 
is a need for change, system modification will then be carri d out if the user ' 
requirements were not met n · described in the pccificnriens. If the u er nr ati lied 
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For this system, the top-down testing is used, to test the system components as soon as it 
is coded. Top-down testing tests the high-level of a system before testing its detailed 
components. After the top-level component has been tested, its stub components are 
implemented and tested. This process continues recursively until the bottom-level 
components are implemented. 
7 .1 Unit Testing 
Unit testing concentrates on the smallest unit of software design, which is the module. A 
module is a collection of components, which are independent from each other. After 
each component unit has been tested, the interaction between these components is 
tested. Unit testing is done concurrently with the prototyping phase in the development 
of this project. For example, "adding a new student profile" is one of the sub-modules 
with many sub-functions, such as insertion of user information and error handling, and 
these functions are tested to ensure that the module is error free. 
The code was also examined and debugged in order to identify any fault coding. Jn the 
development of this Web Based Learning System, unit testing was done after the 
development of each module and not the end of the development of the whole system. 
The object and ASP.NET codes were thoroughly checked and tested to ensure that the 
functions and data were implemented properly as indicated in the design, ff there were 
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Other units that were independently unit-tested are: 
l . Opening of connection to the database. 
For example: 
Dim con As OleDbConnection 
Dim constr As String 
constr = ~provider=microsott.jet.oLedb.4.D; data source=~ 
s Berver ~J'IJ~pP~ tJ:i ! ".d.bf!-..BE~.m.d.b ",\ 
con= New OleDbConnection(constr) 
con.Open () 
2. Insertion of new records into database. 
For example: 
cmd =New OleDbCorrunand("INSERT INTO studentinfo(matric_number, 
student name, email, telephone_number, student_password) VALUES 
( ? I ? I ? I ? I ? ) II I con) 
3. Modification of existing records. 
For ex.ample: 
Dim crnd As New OleDbCorrunand("UPDATE studentinfo SET 
matric numoer = ?, stuoent_narne = ?, email=?, 
teJ.eph;ne number=?, student_password =?WHERE ID= 
con) 
? " . , 
cmd.Pararneters.Add("@matric_number", OleDbType.VarChar, 
255) .Value= matricNumber 
cmd.Parameters.Add("@student_name", OleDbType.VarChar, 
255) .Value= studentName 
~d.Parameters.Add("@email", OleDbTyp .VatChar, 255) .Valu 
= eMail 
cmd.Parameters.Add("@telephon _number", OleDbType.VarChar, 
255) .Value= teJ.ephoneNumb r. 
cmd.Pararneters.Add("@student_p ssword", 01 DbType.VarCh r, 
255) .V lu =us r_p . WO d 
cmd.Par m r ·.Add("@ D", CH Db'l'yµ .DigJn ) .V l u id 
con.Op n () 
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4. Delete record from database 
For example: 
Dim cmd As New OleDbCommand("DELETE FROM studentinfo WHERE 
lD = -r", con'i 
cmd.Parameters.Add("@ID", OleDbType.Bigint) .Value= id 
cmd.ExecuteNonQuery() 
5. Execution of SQL statements. 
6. Returned query results from search module based on several criteria. 
7. Adding new information records into database. 
8. Clearing or updating of the list. 
9. Normal data test: 
Test by using normal data to check whether the system works properly under 
normal situation. 
10. Extreme data test: 
Test with invalid data (includes large amount of data, input non-numerical data 
into a numerical field, redundancy of the key item) that is not supported by the 
input field. 
7.2 Module Testing 
The objective of module testing (also known as integration testing) is to tak unit-I t d 
modules and build program structure that encapsul.ntcs all of the related modules. Thi 
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All the VB objects (basic and class modules), Java scripts and VB scripts were 
integrated and tested to ensure the success of the integration. The next step was to 
combine the execution of ASP.NET scripts and the modules to make sure that the 
ASP.NET scripts can "communicate" with the modules. 
For the Student module, the foJJowing test has been carried out: 
£S Login has been checked when a user login into this system when they 
want to enter this Web Based Learning System. 
£S The downloading and uploading functions are fully testing. 
£S Al I the button were fully testing and can perform the best. 
For the Administrator module, the following test has been carried out: 
J5 All files including previous files will be displayed after lecturer uploads 
the files to database. 
l!5 The system will always display the latest announcement which is made 
by lecturer according to the latest date and time. 
l!5 After adding a new student detail, the current lolttl of stud nts and all 
students' details wiH be di played. Th "Edit", " Jpdat '', "I) I t ,,, 
"Cancel" and "Print" buttons arc fonctioning w JJ. 
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Jt5 After reading the message sent by students for appointments, the lecturer 
can send e-mail to students for the confirmation to accept that 
appointment by just clicking the link of e-mail. This function is 
functioning best. 
£: The details of student submission also displayed well for the lecturer to 
check whether the students submit the files on time or not. 
£: The function of making schedule is functioning well too including the 
functions of uploading the schedules and viewing uploaded schedules. 
7.3 Integration Testing 
The purpose of integration testing is to test the integration of overall performance of the 
system. The criteria taken in the accounts are: 
£: Interface integrity 
Internal and external interfaces are tested as each module· to check if there is 
any lost of data across interfaces. 
!i5 Functional validity 
Tests designed to uncover functional errors are conducted. 
115 Information content 
Tests designed to uncover errors asso ial d with local or dobal data 
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Tests designed to verify performance bounds established during software 
design are conducted. 
7.4 System Testing 
The last testing procedure is system testing. Once all the modules are tested, they are 
tested in concert to verify that all the elements are functioning and interfacing with each 
other properly. The testing result will show whether or not the entire system 
specifications and objectives are achieved. 
The two system tests performed are as below: 
£S Security Testing 
This system is tested to be secured from improper penetration and 
unauthorized access, for example the implementation of user login . 
.es Compatibility Testing 
This test was performed, and the interface functions according t the 
requirements. The accuracy of data retrieval was best without an error, 
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7.5 Test Cases 
As there are too many test cases involved, only three test case examples will be shown. 
£S EXAMPLE I 
Navigation testing for this system is tested to be functioning properly, 
when all links in the content frame of the web page navigate to the 
appropriate web pages correctly. 
£S EXAMPLE 2 
Log in page was tested when I input different loginlD and password to 
confirm only the information will be displayed for that correct data input. 
£S EXAMPLE3 
Only the students who have information in database are allowed to 
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Chapter 8 : System Evaluation 
After the system implementation of the system, the end product of the project was 
brought up for evaluation. They were many evaluation techniques that used to evaluate 
the final system, The following section will explain in detail about the system strength 
and its limitation. From the limitations, the performance of this system can be enhanced 
in future. 
8.1 System Strength 
e: Simplicity of User Interface 
The graphic interface design of the system was designed to Jet the users feel 
comfortable and easy-to-use. The GU[ ensured user friendliness. Thus, the user· 
should find it easy to use. 
£f Web Enabled 
The system was based on the web technology. It was using the client server 
approach that allowed processing load to be shared between the client and the 
server, thus reducing the burden on the server and allow it to provide better 
service. 
£f Ease Use 
Lecturer and students wilt find this sy tern is very u r fri ndly and ea y to 
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fi5 Significant validation on input data 
Check for the validation of every data input in the field and prompt the user of 
invalid data being input and ask for valid data. Data field that required will also 
prompt the user about the error if the user do not fill the required field. 
8.2 System Limitation 
fi5 Failed to Support Forum or Chat Room 
This system didn't support forum or chat room because lack of time to build it. 
fi5 Students Need to Input Matrix Number Each Time They Submit Files 
Although it is a small problem but it is quite troublesome for student to input 
matrix number each time. 
fi5 No Font or Style Can Be Used to Make Announcement 
\ 
No other font or style used for making announcement. This will make the 
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8.3 Future Enhancement 
Some functionality of the system can be enhanced in order to improve the quality of the 
system. The following are the functionality that can be enhanced on this system. 
Ji5 Support Forum or Chat Room 
The system should provide forum or chat room for the students. It is actually 
useful for them to discuss about their problems about the course. 
Ji5 Matr·ix Numbe1· of Students Can Be Aufomatically Passed Into Database 
The system should not request the students to input their matrix number every 
time they submit the files. Their matrix number can be automatically store in the 
database with their particular files' records. This can be done by requesting the 
students to login using their own matrix number and password. 
Ji5 Usage of Fonts and Styles for Announcement 
The usage of fonts and styles for announcement can be implemented in this 
system to display more attractive announcement 
8.4 Problem Encountered 
During the entire development of this system, many and vanou: 1 ro lem w re 
encountered. Some of them could be overcome through certain solution while som or 
them were not. The problems that encountered can be divid d into diff r nt type The 
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,g Set Up and Configuration 
The set up of the server are critical for the operation of the application 
development. However, the setup process took a long time because lacked of 
experience. Besides, the repeated failure of the server required re-installation as 
a remedy and this consumed time and effort. 
_g Requirement Changes 
It is very difficult to develop and implement the system when the requirement 
changes very frequently, Sometimes it is easy to change the requirement, 
however, the coding need to be changed a tot in order to follow the new 
requirement. 
8. 5 Knowledge Gained 
During the entire development of the Web Based Learning System, J gained a lot of 
knowledge. The following are some of the knowledge that I gained from the pr ject. 
RS Setting Up Different Kind of Tools 
During the process of development, I had the opportunities to set up or install 
local server. Besides, I had better understanding on ASP.NET and VB.N T 
coding. Several discussion and presentation were held to share my know} dg 
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P-5 Additional Software Tools 
From this project, I gained knowledge on using Photolmpact to create buttons 
and background of web site. Besides, JavaScript and M.acromedia Flash also are 
the new language and software which I can learn in developing Web Based 
Learning System for Software Requirements Engineering Course. 
8 .6 Reviews on Goal 
At the final stage of the project, there were certain expectations on what would be 
achieved. The following are the expectation that achieved. 
£S Expectation Achieved 
In overall, the system had fulfilled the expectation stated by the project. The 
basic foundation of the system was designed and implemented. It was eligible 
for future growth and implementation. The system met the criteria like 
reliability, user friendliness and wide accessible. 
RS Objectives Achieved 
The project had successfully created a system that supported the needs for 
students and lecturer unless there has no forum or chat room provided. Finally, it 
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8. 7 Overall Conclusion 
The Web Based Learning System was an Internet-based system, designed as an ba sic 
learning system for students. The system generates timely, accurate and relevant 
information. It is very important for lecturer to conduct this course. However, there are 
also some limitations that the system can't be done. It needs to be enhanced in order to 
transform it to a more advance system. Despite the limitation, the project had 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
Interactive Web-based Leaming for Requirements Engineering Course is a web-based 
system runs through Internet with a centralized database. In this system, I have divided 
into two modules. Those are Student Modules and Lecturer (Administrator) Module. 
It is a system that provides better quality education, services and facilities to students. 
The system also facilitates lecturer in aspect of giving out notes, tutorials, submission of 
assignment as well as enhancing the interaction between students and lecturer or 
students and students, such a making an ap intment with lecturer nline. 
The 'Y stern offer· featur lik downloading ant uploading not s, tutorial· and 
assignments for both tudent and lectur r. tud nt can obtain any l urning mat rials 
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Chapter 2: Getting Started 
2. l Connect to internet. 
2.2 Logon to the web site. 







p, <;, word 
0 • 
l. ff loginll) and password used by user is for student, the page will 
refresh and go to page that are browsed or used by student. 
2. If loginll) and password used by user is for lecturer (administrator), it 
will 
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Figure 3.J First Page of Student Module 
;} Web U.1'cd lcarnin11 Software Requirement [nginccrin& Microsoft lntcrnctfxplorc; ·" · _:~,_ ·.~.'.' , • •• , ·•· .r.: . : · · ' ··. · . , . ~lsJ~1 
flit Edt - (IY01t• Took .. 
e.tk • 
ftware Re uiremen 
Engine ring 
I. Student can alway refer to announ m nt for the l it . t 11 w. from 
lecturer. 
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Figure 3.2 Downloading Lecture Notes 
!j Software Requirement Engineer mg lecture Motes Micro>oft Internet Explorer f ~ J(c !'x 
- ... 0 
J. This pag is pro id d for student· to dov nlond I· furl' notes by just Ii ·king 
on name of the file di played 
2. Stud nt can also know the actu 11 size (in byte ·)of Iii" that will b 
downloaded. 
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Figure 3.3 Downloading Tutorials 
l Software Rcqutrcmcnt [ng1ncc11ng Tutorial Mkro<oft Internet [xpl'3ror r. jf C' j'S(l 
ftwere Req ·rements 
Englneerift 
Thi' page is provided for • tuderu le. download tutorial · b ju. I ·Ii ·king on 
name of the file displayed. 
2 Student can al o know th actual ize (in b ie ) f lil that will be 
downloaded 
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Figure 3.4 Downloading Others (Other Files) 
·:Ji Sottwarc Requirement Engineering OthNS Microsoft Internet Fxplorcr r- ir~ 1'5<' 
Fie Edi: 11-.w FlMll'ltes Tools ~ 
-------- -- - ------- - ------ -- 
Cour se lnt11rrmt111i11.dor 3!1911 
Prul'urmn.dm 2099~ 
I. This page i pro id d for uudents to do nload other Iii s such as "Cours 
Information' or signment" b} ju t lickin on mun of th lil di pla d 
2. Student can al o know the actual ize in b tes) of file thnt ' ill be 
downloaded. 
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Figure 3.5 Making Appointment 
·::l Software Rt•qu11cmcnt EoJlin~rtng Appointment Mtcro,oft Internet hplorcr , . f- [ci '"'' 
8 
I. Thi page i provided for tudent lo view monthly ' hedul ' thut ar 
prepared by lectur r. 
2. Student can make appointment \\ ith l turer by ending me age to 
le turer 
3 All field are required to fill before the system allows any message to be sent 
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Figure 3.5 Posted Successfully 
a Softwdre Requirement [n~inccring PV$1Cd Succe•fully MlclO<Oft Internet hplorN r. Jr:i )l'x 
I. If th me ag a o is posted su ssfull ·,this p 11 ' ill he displn id lo 
confirm that the me , age is ent 
2. Student can either click n "Horne' utton or "Bu k' tor tum to fir t pug 
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Figure 3.6 Student Submission 
Software Requirements 
Engineering 
I. Thi pag i pr idcd fi r tud nt t ubmit th iir Iil ·' su .h u · ussignm .nts 
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Figure 3. 7 Submitted Successfully 
Fie E<it View Favcrtes Tools ~ 
()sock• 
1. If the file ab c 1 full 1 this m 'S'ag . will be di ·1 lu ·I tc 
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Figure 4.1 First Page of Lecturer Module 
l Administrn1ion Mlcto,oft Internet lxplorct r. J!'e ll'X 
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Figure 4.2 Course Materials Page 
,::1 Administrntton Coursr.1.t;ltit"1a11; i ~lies On Server Hard Oi'k J Mi~rosofl Internet fJploror , · , . . r; Jlei )'Xl 
~ ~ ;\ .r 5Md> 
,,)so.rm - http:/~~- Go ...-~~-"-~~-~--~--~~__.. ..... .....,..~--..---~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-B-a-c'"""k A 
·) - 
Main P~=-e-· _, 
Uploaded Flies on Hard Dist --~~,---- 
Name 























Name Size (Byte ) 
n~.r.c;n 
Cont nt fype 
I. Lecturer can view th upload iil an la\. , d l t u1 download the 
files if he/ he would like to do so 
2. Lecturer can al o up\ a file by \i kin on " plead File " in order to 
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Figure 4.3 Uploading Files Page 
;} Administration Uploadln& flies /.\lcrosoft Internet l>pklrcr f. Wc:il~ 
File Edf: - f.-ites Tools Help 
Upload Flies To Hard Disk 
i. Select Files ------- 
[e.o;;;;-' 
I BrawH_ j 
, B!OW9e I 
[iibrmt] 
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Figure 4.4 Announcement Page 
·;} Administralion Announct'lnont lunai:cmom Mler~oft lntor Ml C.l)lorer · j- Jr.:i I~ I 
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Figure 4.5 Managing Student Profiles Page 
l Administration Student Profile . Microsoit lnt~rnet hplorcr r. 1rei I">< 
\ 
I J' 
;J5emti • • 
Curreut Total of Students : • 
1 ' 
I Prv>i&W All I 
E-Mll 
~ Delet' 
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WEK020090 LAI POU FAIT 
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1:! 
M n te No 
WEK 
St11M111 N nr F-1\lall 
l. Lecturer can add th detail of an w student bv in· xtin r thc info1 mat ion 
and then die " dd button 
2. Lecturer al o can updat tud eru profile· by cli k "Edit" and then do an 
changes 
Be ide , lecturer can iew print preview of student profiles by clicking 
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Figure 4.6 Printing Student Profiles 
Back • 3) ~ ') .,' Seordt ,l_ F- 
>JSeorth • .., Go 
n 
Faculty of Sdmtt Comprmr & IT 
University of Malaya 
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l. L turer can ju t click on "Print" button to print the ·tuclcnt protil ·that is 
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Figure 4. 7 Viewing Appointment Made by Students 
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Current Total of Submisslous : • -· - . - - 1 
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Figure 4.8 Viewing Student Submissions 
l Administration Student Submi>~lon Mitroo;ot1 lntrrlll?t Explorer f. We""' Jfl'X 
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Schedule 
Choose a month: select one Day that the month starts on. The foi.r-dglt year for this 
s.i oct D1y calendans: 2IID 
ActJuru for• of days/month, UH Ref. C-'. •bo'"• tD 1-ir\CI day. This cari be ch•"9•d H n•eded 
Am I busy on the isn Am I busy on tho 2nd1 Am l busy on the lrdl Am I busy on the ~th1 
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Am I busy on the 18th? •m I busy on the lQth? Am I busy on the 20th? 
Am I busy on the 2:inc11 Am 1 busy on the 2lthl /Im I busy on the 241hl 
Am I bU'Y on thtl l'Mhl Ml I "'"Y on th Uthl Am I h 1\y on th" ;>llthl 
Am I busy o the 30th? Am I busy on the 3Ut? 
Am I bu5y on the ~lh? 
Am I busy on the 13th? 
Am I busy on the 17th? 
Am I busy on lhl 2Ut1 
Am I busy on the 25th1 
ol.m I busy on the 2Qnd? 
I. Lecturer an ma a al ndar or ·h lul h ju t 111 rt in I h • c cut in 
the b s pro id d Th n Ii k " take Cal zndar" The s st m will mak • 
a schedule with the colour. such a. ba ·k r nmd or t t that ha b n 
ele red by I turer 
2 Lecturer then can upload the schedule made by clicking "Upload 
chedules , and upload the schedule through the page. J 
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